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News

Specialist roofing contractors

are wanted for a new four-year

framework to supply public sector

projects. 

The design, supply and installation

of roofing and associated works

(RS4) LHC framework is for public

bodies to source specialist local

suppliers that provide roofing

systems for new builds or

refurbishment.           

The RS4 framework combines two

of LHC’s previous frameworks,

Pitched Roofing (PR3) and Flat

Roofing (FR2), to provide a

consolidated option for contracting

authorities. This framework can be

used for public and residential

buildings, including schools and

universities, high rise and

sheltered accommodation. 

Mij Rahman, Director of

Procurement at LHC, said: “The

Roofing Contractors Wanted for
Public Sector Framework

RS4 framework offers contracting

authorities more flexibility to

combine different elements to create

the system they want. They can

choose metal tile and liquid systems

alongside traditional roofing which

also includes copper, lead or zinc.

Adding solar panels to roof tops is

also an option under this framework.

“We’re encouraging roofing product

and system suppliers to partner with

established installers with a track

record in delivering projects to a high

standard, backed up with robust

system warranties.”   

to apply for the RS4 framework, contact

your regional hub which you can find here:

www.lhc.gov.uk/contact-us/.

N ew brand “Mannok” signifies

strength and commitment as

company’s earnings increase for 5th

consecutive year  

‘Mannok’ is the new identity for

Quinn Industrial Holdings. 

As the rebrand was announced, the

company also published its 2019

financial results, showing its

strongest position since its

acquisition in 2014, with a fifth

consecutive year of increased

EBITDA earnings. 

Rebranding to Mannok marks the

culmination of a 5-year

transformation and investment

programme that has repositioned

the business as a provider of

sustainable building and packaging

solutions, supporting an increase in

sales of over 30% in the period.  

The name Mannok, derives from

Fear Manach, the origin of

‘Fermanagh’, reflecting the

company’s roots in the Fermanagh

and Cavan region, and its

commitment to the area’s people

which, it says, “are the lifeblood of

the organisation’s success”. 

Quinn Rebrands to Mannok as it Shows Fifth Year of Growth 

The new identity resonates well

with domestic and international

stakeholders, an important

consideration given the company’s

increasing export focus. 

Investment

2019 saw heavy investment in both

Quinn Building Products and

Quinn Packaging, totalling €11.5m,

which included fleet and mobile

plant, and fixed plant projects

expected to yield significant

profitability .  

CEO, Liam McCaffrey, said, “We

are extremely pleased to unveil

P rocurement for Housing (PfH) is

searching for SME roofing

contractors across the UK to deliver

responsive repairs and voids works

to social landlords such as fixing

canopies, replacing joists and rafters,

repairing tiling and guttering for an

initial term of five years, through a

new dynamic purchasing system

(DPS).

The DPS is designed to help housing

providers clear their £2.6m backlog of

routine repairs and procure repairs

flexibly in the future. New roofing

contractors can join the DPS at any

time, unlike a framework.

The total value of the reactive repairs

and voids work to be procured via

the DPS is estimated at £490million. 

Contractors will be required to either

supplement a social landlord’s 

in-house teams or to fully manage an

outsourced repairs and voids service,

Roofing Contractors Needed for £490m
Social Housing Repairs and Voids DPS

which may include call handling,

repairs diagnostics and scheduling. 

The DPS helps small, local

contractors by streamlining the

tender process. Once suppliers

have passed the DPS selection

procedure, they can quickly bid for

any opportunities by submitting a

tender. There is no need for them

to go through the selection stage

again and again for each contract

opportunity.

PfH’s dPS for Responsive Works &

Voids will run for five years with the

option to extend for another five years.

to apply visit: https://in-tendhost.co.uk/

procurementforhousing/aspx/Home

Mannok as our new brand identity,

which we believe better reflects

the ownership, evolution and

future focus of our business. 

“2019 marked our fifth successive

year of earnings growth and a

robust performance given Brexit

uncertainty. 

"Looking ahead to 2021 and a

post-Brexit environment, we are

very optimistic about the future of

Mannok and the strong position of

the company going into the

coming year.” 

NFRC members are

providing 40 six-month

placements for young people on

Universal Credit, through the

government Kickstart Scheme.

NFRC is applying for Kickstarts

as a gateway organisation and

will be supporting its members

who are providing the

placements. 

CEO James Talman said: “I have

been blown away by the

enthusiasm and willingness of

our industry for this scheme. We

will now be able to give over 40

young people on Universal Credit,

a chance to work in our fantastic

industry – we should be

incredibly proud as a sector.”  

“We will still be accepting further

expressions of interest for the

scheme and once we reach the

next 30 will be putting in a

further application. The more

placements we can support, the

better.”

NFRC Members
Offer 40 Kickstart
Placements 

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
http://www.lhc.gov.uk/contact-us/
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News

25

Online construction

products merchant

CMOStores.com has

reported 2020 half-

year sales over £23

million from January

to June 2020.

Profit at the company

has risen by 126% on

2019 and it expects to close the year with

increased revenues and profits across the

group. 

CMOStores.com retained all staff on full-time

contracts and actively recruited during the first

half of the year.

Chief Financial Officer, Sue Packer, said, “As

an online business, we have the agility to

The Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing

Association (LRWA) has produced a new

design guide offering technical information and

advice to help specifiers correctly select liquid

products and systems.

Drawing on 40 years’ experience and research,

the LRWA’s Design Guide for Specifiers -

Liquid Applied Waterproofing Systems for Roof

and Balconies - has been produced by the

association’s technical committee, which

includes manufacturers, contractors and

associate members. 

The Design Guide covers the waterproofing of

all types of flat roof, balcony and walkway,

including associated fittings and construction

using systems manufactured by LRWA

members. 

Best practice advice is provided on a wide

range of specification factors such as the

performance criteria for liquid systems, design

considerations, and the materials that may be

used as part of a roof build-up.

The Guide also references changes to building

regulations following the Grenfell tragedy, as

well as updates to British Standards and fire

safety requirements and performance. 

In addition, there is a section offering advice on

what specifiers must consider before choosing

a liquid applied solution as an overlay to an

existing roof, including the thermal

performance of an existing structure.

Sarah Spink, CEO of the LRWA, said: “The

versality of liquid applied systems means they

are now a leading solution for both new build

and refurbishment projects. With more

specifiers turning to liquids, we wanted to

make sure that comprehensive technical

guidance is readily available.

“Overall, the aim of the Design Guide is to help

specifiers enhance their knowledge across a

number of key areas, including roof and balcony

design, Building Regulations, and product

certification so that these can be taken into

account when developing specifications.  

Sales Success for CMOStores.com Half Year Results

Swindon-based Monarch Roofing is the

winner of the BMI Redland Golden Tile

promotion after one of its employees

discovered the Golden Tile while working on a

roof at MOD Larkhill. The competition,

launched to celebrate 100 years of BMI

Redland concrete tile manufacture, featured a

special Golden Tile, hidden at random in a full

pallet of tiles before entering the supply chain.

So, a seemingly ordinary day for the Monarch

team turned into an extraordinary one when

experienced roofer Keith Lansley, who was

loading the roof with tiles, found The Golden

Tile. Not sure if his colleague Tom Perry, who

was passing the tiles to him, was playing

some kind of joke, Keith called down asking

for an explanation. A few moments later, and

after some rummaging in the pallet, Tom

discovered an envelope with the winning

details of the Golden Tile promotion. 

The BMI Redland team has recently been able

to present the prize of £1,000 in Amazon

vouchers. Contracts Manager, Steve Fitzgerald,

has generously shared out £700 of the vouchers

to the team of five who were on site. 

Monarch owner, Nick Jenkins, has, in an equally

generous gesture, decided to give the remaining

£300 of vouchers to local charities: “What a great

way of celebrating a 100 years of concrete tile

manufacture and we’ll certainly be celebrating. I

think it’s only right that the guys receive a fair

share of the prize and that local charities benefit

from our lucky day as well,” he commented.

Golden Tile Find Crowns Monarch’s Day

adapt quickly to a change in market conditions,

and this year that meant not only pivoting to

remote working – which we managed with zero

downtime within a matter of days – but bringing

in additional colleagues to help us manage the

increased demand.”

The Plymouth company has attributed its

continuing growth to homeowners working on

large-scale home improvement projects and

using the company’s six e-commerce

‘superstores’. It has also invested in improving

user experience and new onsite personalisation.

Sue added: “Sales and profits have exceeded our

expectations for the half year, and we have seen

good results for our individual superstores too; in

particular, our newest addition to the offering,

the Doors Superstore, has achieved 30 per cent

growth since the first half of 2019.”

New LRWA Design
Guide for Specifiers

Slate Development Manager Joins Burton Roofing

P hil Wilden has joined Burton Roofing

Merchants as a Slate Development

Manager working exclusively on the newly

developed Glendyne range. Phil brings a

wealth of experience and slate knowledge to

Burton Roofing having worked in the roof slate

industry for 30 years.

In previous roles, Phil has worked at John

Williams & Co, Tegral Building Materials,

Harris Slate & Stone and Cembrit. He will be

working with architects, local authorities,

contractors and distributors in the UK.

Lee Keates, Slate Director

at Burton’s, said: “Phil’s

commitment to achieving

operational excellence in

the field along with a

credible cross-functional

skill set both in customer

service and technical excellence sits comfortably

within our dynamic protocol.”

Phil joins Burton Roofing as the company

continues to expand its territories to ensure a

consistent supply to its increasing customer bases.

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://mcrma.co.uk/
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Roof Training Group News

D espite the pandemic and

reduced incomes from CITB,

the Roof Training Groups have

joined together, collaborating to

produce some outstanding results

in the past six months, they report. 

The E-Learning Project 

This has delivered over 3,000

training courses to almost 1,000

roofers across the UK. Training

groups promoted courses (which

were funded by the Roofing

Industry Alliance) towards the end

of the first 2020 lockdown and take

up by roofers was excellent.  

Training Group Collaboration Brings Outstanding Results

Exciting New Training Facilities for the North West

E xciting times here in the North

West, as two new roof training

facilities are opening in November,

with a third early in the New Year.

Skills Construction Centre, Kirkham

(Preston West), is almost ready to

go and is offering roof slating and

tiling apprenticeships initially. They

will be adopting the block release

pattern with one week in the

training centre, then 4/5 with the

employer. An added bonus is they

will offer a roll-on, roll-off facility so

employers are not tied to the

traditional academic year start. 

They are also working with CITB so

free accommodation and travel will

be available for those with a weekly

spend of more than £20.

NCTS Master Roofers
Academy, Salford

The NCTS/Master Roofers’

Academy, Salford, opened on 2

November, ready for its first five-day

Hard Metals course. Two, fully

subscribed lead bossing/welding

courses follow in the same month,

all under the watchful eye of

Stewart Rowles who heads the

academy. It will be such a benefit

for companies in the region to have

this training locally and we send

our best wishes for every success to

Stewart and his team, as well as to

the delegates participating in the

training. Funding from the CITB

GET fund is assisting group

members with course fees, so it’s a

win-win for all.

Langley Flat Roofing
Trailblazer, Warrington

The start date for the first cohort of

students taking part in the first-ever

Langley Flat Roofing Trailblazer

Apprenticeship in the region is 18

January 2021. With just two places

remaining, we are expecting a full

house and the strong possibility of

a second cohort starting in early

spring 2021. Final qualification will

result in NVQ Level 2 Flat Roofing

which will include RBM, Liquid &

Single Ply. Funding for the new

rigs, gas guns and general fit-out

has been granted by the Roofing

Industry Alliance following a

successful bid by the Group

Training Officer. The Langley team,

led by Mark Dunn, will start to

manufacture the rigs next month at

the new training location in

Warrington. Longer term, we are

hoping for a flat-roofing upskilling

course at the same venue - such

good news for our region!

Procure Plus, Preston

Our work with Procure Plus

continues. A couple of years ago,

the company won funding from

CITB/DfE to help construction

companies ensure that entry-level

recruits without any experience in

the industry are site ready. Included

in their free training portfolio, is the

CITB 1-day Health & Safety

Awareness Course, HSE touch

screen test and green CSCS card,

plus free training in Working at

Height, Asbestos Awareness,

Manual Handing and Covid

Awareness. This is completely

separate from the range of framework

agreements relating to social

housing. We have 20 individuals who

have worked through the programme

- a real bonus for employers - and it’s

still available for companies located

in Lancashire, Greater Manchester,

Cheshire, Merseyside and North

Wales.

Kickstart

Finally, we are working on the

government-funded Kickstart Scheme

which provides funding to employers

to create 6-month job placements for

16-24-year-olds on Universal Credit

who are at risk of long-term

unemployment. None of our members

can offer 30 places (who can right

now?), however, we are able to work

through the gateway organisation,

Procure Plus which is providing help

with the applications.

RoofCERT progress

The courses were chosen to

complement RoofCERT

requirements and many learners

have progressed towards RoofCERT

competence through this route.

RoofCERT Mobile Testing 

This has also been delivered by

Roof Training Groups in several

areas, following an initiative by

groups which provides capacity for

additional testing in England,

Scotland and Wales.

Training and Assessment

Assessor and Trainer Upskilling is

a high priority and Roof Training

Groups can support delivery of

courses to develop training and

assessment capacity across the UK.

Places are limited, but please

contact your local training group for

further details.

This all sits alongside the day to

day operations of groups, which

include advising companies,

sourcing training and funding,

ensuring best value for companies,

encouraging take-up of

apprenticeship and trailblazer

courses and encouraging new

recruits through schools

engagement and the government

Kickstart Scheme.

If you need advice on training

contact your local training group –

they can help!

Langley Flat Roofing Trailblazer, WarringtonNCTS Master Roofers Academy, Salford

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://www.arbo.co.uk/liquid-waterproofing/arboflex-pu-sealant/
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N one of our roofing

contractor readers will

need telling that there is

currently a severe shortage of

roofing materials. Concrete roof tiles

and battens seem to be the most

extensively affected with lead times

from order to delivery being at least

12 weeks and up to 22. In fact, there

are shortages and delays on most

roofing materials, including fascia,

roofing underlays and insulation.

It’s the last thing roofers need at

this time of course, as they are still

making up time whilst they catch

up with backlogs. Through the

summer and into autumn the

roofing sector has never been so

busy. 

Materials shortages are being

thrown into stark relief as demand

pressure is mounting. At the end of

October, one roofing contractor

resorted to twitter in desperation,

trying to locate just four pallets of

tiles. A few weeks before, another

contractor put out a plea for roof

tiles on LinkedIn, saying "We have

three sites all waiting on our

materials on order placed 6-10

weeks ago. The lead times on all

roof tiles just now is getting

ridiculous."

In a recent NFRC survey, accessing

materials was a major concern

raised by more than half  of the

trade body’s members. NFRC CEO,

James Talman said, “Concrete roof

tiles and timber were listed as the

top material shortage areas. This

seems to be due to the incredible

amount of demand we have seen in

the last quarter combined with the

lag seen in production, following

lockdown.”

Darren McGhee, MD of DMG

Roofing and MyRoofCare, and

NFRC Scotland board member, said

“It’s tough going just now for all

roofing contractors across the UK.

We are experiencing very long lead

times on all our sites, particularly

with Redland roof tiles giving us

minimum 10 weeks wait. It’s

having a major impact on us.”

A complex predicament

It’s a complex predicament facing

all contractors. If they over-order to

protect supply they have stock

sitting on site, tying up cash and

running the risk of theft. Even with

a stockpile, moving tiles to different

sites as they’re needed risks

breakages. Without sufficient

materials roofers are in danger of

being forced to leave roofs just

felted and battened and waiting for

tiles. But in this situation

contractors may find the contract

does not allow for part payments;

potentially increasing costs

incurred for delayed completions, or

even imposes penalties. Not only

that, prices are inevitably rising,

meaning projects quoted 12 or 22

weeks before may now be loss-

making.

Another danger is that, with graded

roofing batten supply threatened,

lower quality timber will be

accepted on site, which could

endanger any roofer trusting their

weight to it, apart from quality

standards issues.

Merchant pressure

Just as roofers are battling the

tremendous pressures they face,

that pressure is being passed up

the supply chain to merchants and

distributors. These companies are

buying up as much stock as they

can get their hands on but, much

like the panic buying in March, this

only exacerbates the situation.

Shane Watts, MD at Watts Roofing,

is uncomfortably aware of the irony:

“Obviously we’re bulk ordering to

try and get round it but then we’re

becoming the problem.” As Shane

says, it’s a phenomenon happening

across the industry.

Garrett Courtney, Sales Director at

About Roofing Supplies explains

how he’s trying to learn from his

experience of shortages in past

times by gauging upcoming

demand: “We have placed lots of

bulk orders with manufacturers,

knowing the lead times, with a

simple equation: our customers

telling us what work is coming up

and looking at our sales for the

product historically and adding the

totals together. We then know what

to expect, and make provision to

accept delivery when available.”

“We have actively declined orders

to ensure consistent supply to our

loyal customers, which we hope

will serve us well in the long run,”

he adds, illustrating the painful

decisions the current situation is

forcing.

But, as Contour Roofing MD,

Jonathan Woods points out, the

current situation was foreseeable:

“The current shortage of material

and distribution has been of no

surprise and we prepared as best

we could during the lockdown by

keeping key staff employed to

ensure that this information was

communicated to all our

customers.”

So, even as lockdown was

underway, roofing contractors were

aware that materials stocks would

be running low. In the North West,

the first thing one major contractor

did, as lockdown was announced,

was to secure their supply chain. So

how have the materials shortages

developed?

Demand and stocks

Ian Caddick, Sales Director at

Wienerberger explains, “During this

[lockdown] period, manufacturers’

production facilities were unable to

produce and build up stocks. Once

we could return to work, we have

worked hard as a manufacturing

industry to maximise the

production from our factories, whilst

adhering to the required social

distancing protocols. 

“We continue to invest in additional

shifts, where possible within Covid

restrictions. This will realise extra

product for us shortly, but we do

not expect lead times to be

dramatically impacted by this

improvement. 

“We see demand remaining strong

into Q1 of 2021, but find it difficult

to predict the market beyond that

point. Much will depend on the

policies and initiatives coming out

of government, coupled with any

further Covid restrictions put in

place. Investments in production

facilities are always under

consideration, but clearly, we need

a clear vision of strong future

markets to justify this kind of major

investment. We recognise the need

for businesses to have clarity of

supply, and we want the market to

know we are working hard to

provide this.” The point here is

that, without certainty that demand

will continue at current levels,

manufacturers can’t take the risk of

investing in more capacity. 

Andrew Hayward, Managing

Director at Russell Roof Tiles, has

bucked the trend somewhat: “We

are in a better position because

though we stopped production in

lock-down we resumed

manufacturing in May once our

social distancing measures were in

place.

The company had initially been

forced to make redundancies but

has now increased its operational

team by 15% in a bid to increase

output. It has also boosted capital

investment by £1.3m, upgrading

plant to improve efficiency, and is

focusing on larger stock holding of

all products. Russell Roof Tiles is

currently reporting delivery times of

4-6 weeks.

At Wienerberger, apart from putting

on extra shifts at their factories, the

focus is on improved

communication to obtain accurate

schedules from customers. Ian

Caddick explains, “This allows us a

clearer vision of future demand,

leading us to produce the correct

Roofing Materials Shortage

The Roofing Materials Shortage Crisis
Roofing contractors have had a very busy summer and autumn but are now facing long delays in

deliveries of roofing materials. Roofing Today investigated the extent of the crisis and spoke to

merchants, distributors and manufacturers about how they are addressing the situation.

Without sufficient

materials roofers are

in danger of being

forced to leave roofs

just felted and

battened and

waiting for tiles.

products at the correct time, and

giving us the best chance of

meeting customer demand.”

In the meantime, Wienerberger has

taken the difficult decision to

introduce allocation systems for

merchants, which at least has the

merit of building some certainty of

future supply. As Ian comments,

“We recognise that anything we

can do to contribute to stabilising

the market has a benefit to all.”

Winter lockdown

As the nation enters a second

lockdown and a no-deal Brexit is

just weeks away, the likelihood of

material shortages improving is

remote. Andrew Hayward is stark in

his forecast, “UK based raw

materials are under severe pressure,

this will have a knock-on result

across the whole of the supply

chain with most issues appearing

spring/summer next year.

“Prices will increase around 10%

next year as raw materials become

increasingly difficult to obtain. The

USA has already entered European

timber markets which has affected

prices by 30%. In addition, Chinese-

sourced products, along with

mainland European products, are

just starting to be impacted by

delays which is pushing the prices

up.”

In the face of such a bleak outlook

the roofing contractors Roofing

Today spoke to remain

determinedly upbeat. Here’s Darren

McGhee again: “I’m trying to adapt

and just be as positive about it as I

can, we’re all going through the

same difficulties. I pray that it’s

only going to be like this for a short

duration.” 

Jonathan Woods has a similarly

hopeful tone: ““We are all sailing in

the same boat but by working

closely and sensibly with

manufacturing and our customers,

we will all get out at our

destination in one piece – we

always do.”

UK based raw materials are under severe
pressure, this will have a knock-on result across
the whole of the supply chain with most issues
appearing spring/summer next year.

|||
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Slate roofing

W hy do thousands of

architects, thousands of

builders, and millions of

buildings all around the world use

slate?

Because it’s robust, attractive, and

100% natural. Those are the

characteristics that have made it

popular for centuries. In our

environmentally-conscious age, in

which naturalness and longevity are

highly-prized, those are the

characteristics fuelling slate’s

steady growth today.

So, if you’re interested in specifying

it, what are the key things you

need to know?

When is a slate roof suitable?

Slate is hugely versatile. There’s a

common misconception that it’s

only compatible with historic

buildings, and that the only time

it’s used in a present-day context is

when conservation guidelines

require it.

Replacing historic roofs is one of

the key instances where slate roofs

are used, of course – either because

that’s what the local conservation

office demands, or because the

homeowners themselves are

adamant they want to replicate a

slate-roofed building’s original look

and feel.

But increasingly, we’re seeing it

used in contemporary style projects

too. One growing trend is modern-

looking properties designed to use

traditional materials as much as

possible. 

Slate, with its combination of

authentic looks and outstanding

performance, is the obvious choice

when it comes to the roof.

What accreditations should

you look out for when

specifying slate?

Ensure any slate conforms to BS

EN12326 standard. If it hasn’t been

tested, and doesn’t have CE

marking, it doesn’t meet UK

Building Regulations and shouldn’t

be installed. 

But it takes more than the right BS

EN accreditation to distinguish the

best slate. In fact, 12326 doesn’t

tell you much about slate quality at

all – just that it’s been through the

standard tests. 

How else can you tell if slate is
quality?

Water absorption is one indicator.

The less water a slate absorbs, the

smaller the risk of delamination,

minerals inside the slate swelling

up, or damage from the freeze-thaw

cycle. 

The British Standard requires

slate’s water absorption to be

below 0.6%. However, that’s

recently changed. It used to

demand water absorption of less

than half that, 0.3%, and many in

the industry would argue that 0.3%

is still the mark of excellence. 

Rates of oxidation are another

crucial factor to look at. If a slate

contains large amounts of iron-

sulphur minerals, there’s a high

chance a slate will oxidise on the

roof. 

Check if the slate you’re

considering has been subject to

thermal cycling tests – it’s not a

100% sure-fire method, but the test

will usually show if there are any

iron-sulphur minerals present. 

How much maintenance does a
slate roof require?

That really depends on the quality

of the slate used. As you’d expect,

poorer quality slate deteriorates

faster, and requires more intensive

maintenance. 

Individual slates can sometimes

crack or break and need replacing,

but with high-quality slate that’s an

extremely rare occurrence. 

In general, however, a quality slate

roof requires very little maintenance

at all.

How do slate tiles need to be
laid to ensure a high-quality
finish that will last for years? 

Slate has to always be laid by a

professional roofing contractor with

experience in slate roofing. The

quality of the craftsmanship is as

important as the slate itself.  

For more complicated roofs, we

recommend that technical advice is

requested prior to installation. 

That would include a quantity take

off as well as the calculation of the

headlap (the length of the overlap).

This is the only way to ensure that

a slate roof is watertight. 

The best way to get the best

But the most reliable way of

ensuring an outstanding slate

supply is to work with a company

that only offers the cream of the

crop. 

For 40 years, SSQ has had an

exclusive supply arrangement with

the Del Carmen quarry in the

Cabrera mountains – one of the

only high-grade Spanish quarries to

send its best material to the UK as

well as France. 

And it’s one of the only companies

of its kind capable of supplying

phyllite, the stunning architectural

stone it sources from its own quarry

in Argentina.

If you’re interested in learning more,

please don’t hesitate to give SSQ a call -

020 8961 7725

Slate has to
always be laid
by a
professional
roofing
contractor with
experience in
slate roofing.
The quality of
the
craftsmanship is
as important as
the slate itself.

Dora Kotzeva, Head of Marketing at slate experts SSQ, gives her tips on how you can ensure

the slate you’re specifying is the best.

A Guide to Specifying Exceptional Slate

|||
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Slate Roofing 

The small size of slates used in

The Netherlands also impacts their

fixing method. This relies on hooks

rather than double-nailing each

slate, a process that is

approximately 10% quicker, at five

to 10 minutes/m2, than the UK

process.

M anaging Director, Wim

Verhoeven flew his

brother Thom and 21

other colleagues over in February for

a 140th anniversary two-day trip to

the UK, one of which was spent

visiting Welsh Slate’s main Penrhyn

Quarry in North Wales.

Here they witnessed the full

production process, from rock face,

through sawing, splitting and

dressing. Some even tried their hand

at splitting the premium Penrhyn

Heather Blue slate themselves.

The visit brought home the

differences between the slate sector

in the UK and the Netherlands

where roofing slates are typically

almost half the size of British slates

- 300mm x 200mm (12” x 8”) or

approximately 45/m2, and seldom

longer than 350mm/14”, compared

to 500mm by 250mm (20” x 10”) or

approximately 20/m2.

The visit brought home
the differences between
the slate sector in the
UK and the
Netherlands where
roofing slates are
typically almost half
the size of British slates.

20

Small is Beautiful in Netherlands Slating
Aesthetic

Dutch roofing company Walter Verhoeven BV has worked with Welsh Slate for all of its 140 years, but it

was only this year that the contractor’s employees got to see exactly how the slates are made when

they visited Welsh Slate in North Wales.

Walter Verhoeven is a family

business and now run by Wim and

Thom, the fourth generation. But

Welsh Slates have been shipped to

the low countries of Europe since

the 13th Century.

The big growth in sales to these

areas, due to the durability of the

superior Welsh Slate product,

corresponded with the massive

growth of the Welsh Slate industry

from the end of the 18th Century to

its height in the late Victorian

period of the 1880s.

Their team of up to 18 craftsmen

has used hook fixings on small

Welsh slates on more than a

thousand buildings in The

Netherlands.

Now specialists in slate, and zinc,

lead and copper roofing, 90 to 95%

of their work comprises the re-

roofing of heritage buildings such

as chateaux, churches, cathedrals,

Small slates, steep roofs

The reason for this is twofold.

Firstly, slate production in the

north-east of Belgium and Northern

Europe was predominately in small

sizes, due to the material’s inferior

quality. So, the architectural style

developed to accommodate these

small slates which could be

incorporated into complex roof

designs not feasible with the larger

slates sold in the UK. Hence the

proliferance of steep roofs and

mansards on the North European

mainland.

Secondly, small slates were

produced in Wales as a 

by-product of the manufacture of

the more familiar, larger slates, so

were both readily available and

sold at a comparatively low price,

as there was no market for them in

the UK. ||-
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Slate Roofing

castles, monasteries and civic

buildings (which the Dutch

Government pays grants towards),

with new-build houses, shopping

centres and business premises

making up the remaining five to

10%.

To work on heritage buildings in

Holland, there is a preference for

roofing contractors who are certified

for disciplines like slate and metal

roofing and Walter Verhoeven BV is

proud to have had all these

certificates since they were

introduced.

While their employees do not have

to complete a seven-year

apprenticeship to become a Master

Slater, such as in Germany, the

company takes such pride in its

own heritage expertise that it will

turn down contracts where the brief

is not for a quality job.

Currently, Walter Verhoeven is re-

roofing a villa that was only built

11 years ago but where the Chinese

slate roof has already failed due to

poor materials and workmanship.

Poor-quality projects are

increasingly the case, with many

heritage buildings such as

churches being forced to close due

to lack of visitors and therefore

income. These are then being

converted into apartments or

commercial/retail units by

developers who do not always

want to invest in a re-roof or will

only pay for a cheap and inferior

job.

There are two heavily-detailed

projects Walter Verhoeven is

particularly proud of. One is the re-

roofing, with 400m
2

of Welsh Slate’s

Penrhyn Heather Blue slates, of a

castle with 16th Century origins in

Berlicum which was being

converted into a private home. The

second, is the re-roofing, with

700m2 of Cwt-Y-Bugail slates, of an

enormous 100-year-old villa in

Helmond.

Wim said: “We like to work with

Welsh Slate as it is the best quality

and easily lends itself to the

complex roof structures we work

on. The colours and structure of the

Welsh slate are very nice and they

have proven their quality over the

years.” 

This work ethic is already apparent

in potentially the fifth generation –

Thom’s 19-year-old son who

already has metal roofing

qualifications and is now into his

second year working with slates,

alongside a colleague who has

worked for the company for 32

years.

It’s all a far cry from the early days

when the business was set up by

the brothers’ great-grandparents.

Wim and Thom’s parents combined

roofing with the installation of gas,

water and plumbing in houses, but

that side of the business was

divested almost 20 years ago when

it could not compete against the

growing number of sole traders.

Then, slate comprised 40% of the

business. Now it is almost 80%. 

Looking to the future, Walter

Verhoeven employs two

apprentices who were looking to

start college just before the country

went into lockdown, on a training

scheme that had been restored after

it shut down during the 2008

recession. Now they hope to start

this month (November), Covid

permitting. |||

Wim Verhoeven, MD of Netherlands roofing company, Walter Verhoeven BV, flew himself, his brother, and 21 colleagues to the UK and

visited Welsh Slate to celebrate the contractor’s 140th anniversary.

( 02380 200994

*    sales@europeanslate.co.uk
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Competency in Roofing

Setting the Bar on Competency for
the Roofing Industry

James Talman, CEO, National Federation of Roofing Contractors

C ompetence is a word

being talked about more

and more in the

construction industry. The HSE

defines competence as ‘the

combination of training, skills,

experience and knowledge that a

person has and their ability to

apply them to perform a task

safely’. 

Dame Judith Hackitt, in her

review of building safety following

the Grenfell tragedy, highlighted

that, while there are many

competent people working on

higher-risk construction, the

current system is fragmented,

complex and inconsistent.

Ultimately, she said, this can

seriously compromise the fire

safety of higher-risk buildings and,

therefore, a more comprehensive

approach was needed.

Following her report and

recommendations, a ‘Competency

Steering Group’ of over 150

organisations, including the

National Federation of Roofing

Contractors (NFRC), was formed

to tackle this issue head on. This

group has just published its final

report ‘Setting the Bar’ that sets

out a blueprint for a new

competency regime for our

industry. The report recommends

that all those whose work on

higher-risk constructions is likely

to affect the safety outcome of the

building, or who work

18 | ROOFING today | www.roofingtoday.co.uk
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unsupervised on these buildings,

should have to meet the

requirements set out in the new

competency framework for their

particular sector.

Top down, bottom up

The report sets out a top-down

and bottom-up approach to

competency. At a high level, a

new ‘overarching competency

framework’ is currently being

developed as a British Standard.

This will address Dame Hackitt’s

concerns by taking a

comprehensive and consistent

approach to competency. It will

set out core principals of

competence across all disciplines

and professions and how these

will be assessed. This will be

overseen by a new competence

committee, who will sit within

the new Building Safety

Regulator. 

Competency standards

From the bottom up, across the

industry, a national suite of

competency standards will be

This definition of higher-risk

includes over 13,000 buildings,

and the government will have the

right to extend this definition if

they see fit. 

Contractors don’t have wait until

the law changes, to demonstrate

their team’s competency.

Fortunately, in the roofing

industry we are ahead of the

game and already have an

accreditation scheme for

individual competency –

RoofCERT. 

We currently have 2,000 funded

places ready to accredit

individual roofing operatives. At

the time of writing we have

accredited almost 100 roofers and

have hundreds more in the

pipeline. 

The industry is only going in one

direction when it comes to

competency, the question is, are

you prepared?

Sign your team up to RoofCERt at:

https://roofcert.co.uk/register/.

developed in line with the

overarching competency

framework. NFRC is playing a key

role in developing the bottom-up

approach for installers as part of

Working Group 2 . Over time all

businesses and installers working

on higher risk buildings will need

to demonstrate they meet the new

requirements.  

So, what does this all have to do

with roofing? Well, if you are

work on any higher-risk building

(residential building or student

accommodation higher than 18-

metres or six storeys), in the not-

so-distant future you will have a

legal obligation to demonstrate

you and your team’s competency.

From the bottom up,

across the industry,

a national suite of

competency

standards will be

developed in line

with the

overarching

competency

framework. 
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Pitched Roofing

The Perils of  Debris on
Pitched Roofs

John Mercer, Roofing Consultant

I have always found it

fascinating that there are as

many people who ask how to

promote moss growth on their

new roof, to give it a ‘weathered’

appearance, as there are people

who want to know how to remove

or inhibit moss growth.  

Whilst moss growth on roof tiles

may be considered to add a

certain ‘rustic charm’ and help

blend in a new roof into its

surroundings (such as the house

under the trees, in the photo

above), what hidden dangers

could the growth impose? 

Though some minor growth does

not seem to harm roof tiles or

hinder their primary function of

shedding water and keeping the

weather out, too much moss and

lichen can be damaging.

Damp risk

The risk that moss poses is that it

impedes the flow of water from

the roof and so hold the roof tiles

in damp conditions for much

longer than would otherwise be

the case.  In normal

circumstances moss growth is

unlikely to damage concrete

products, though long term, it

may lead to the premature

delamination of clay roof tiles.

Clay roof tile manufacturers will

normally recommend the regular

removal of heavy growth on their

roof tiles as part of their

conditions of guarantee. 

Heavy moss growth may block

clay and concrete roof tile

interlocks and channels and side

joints in slates, ultimately

causing water leakage into the

roof structure, particularly on low

pitched roof slopes.

Similarly, heavy deposits of pine

needles can block gutters and

channels – in the photo above, a

slate roof failed when heavy

deposits within the side joints

caused water to leak through the

slate headlaps and side laps. 

The Roof Tile Association (RTA),

in its publication ‘Care

Maintenance & Repair of Clay

and Concrete Roof Tiles’

recommends carrying out regular

visual inspections of the roof,

usually twice a year, in the

spring and autumn.  During

regular maintenance, any leaves

and debris should be removed

from valleys and gutters together

with any moss or lichen growth

that restricts the flow of water off

the roof slope.  The RTA

publication provides useful

information on how to remove

and inhibit moss and lichen

growth on clay and concrete roof

tiles.

Whilst this detail is excellent for

keeping water out, it is prone to

blockage, particularly in areas

where there is a risk of debris

such as leaves and pine needles

etc.  Therefore, it has become

common practice to install a

cover flashing in addition to a

secret gutter to prevent blockage.

Alternatively, side abutments can

be designed with an open

channel, such as those commonly

used in Scotland.  The channel,

Side abutment flashing details,

particularly those for use with

flat, single lapped interlocking

tiles, require careful

consideration.  The traditional

detail for weathering the junction

is a continuous ‘secret’ gutter,

with the tiles finishing close

(within 15mm) to the wall face.

Roof design

Roof design also plays an

important role in avoiding

blockage on pitched roofs.  For

example, the width of an open

channel valley, commonly at

least 125mm, is considered wide

enough, under normal

circumstances, to avoid build-up

of debris on a domestic roof,

though regular inspections are

still recommended.  

7

Heavy moss growth may block clay and
concrete roof tile interlocks and channels
and side joints in slates, ultimately causing
water leakage into the roof structure,
particularly on low pitched roof slopes.
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The traditional detail for weathering the
junction is a continuous ‘secret’ gutter, with the
tiles finishing close (within 15mm) to the wall
face... . it has become common practice to
install a cover flashing in addition to a secret
gutter to prevent blockage.

whilst exposed, is wide enough to

discourage debris build up, though

regular inspection is still

recommended.

Back gutters, including those behind

chimneys and some roof windows,

are prone to blockage from

surrounding trees.  By their nature,

they have an open channel to collect

water and so must be inspected

regularly and cleaned out where

necessary.

Of course, much of the debris that

lands on a pitched roof will inevitably

find its way into the gutters.

Generally, bi-annual inspections and

cleaning will be necessary to keep

the gutter clean of excessive debris.

One option is to fit gutter guards,

netting or brushes, in the gutters to

keep them clear of leaves.  

However, there are pros and cons to

fitting gutter guards; the pros are

guards are easy to install, they cannot

be seen from the ground and they

keep leaves out of the gutters and

downpipes.  The cons are they do

not keep out fine debris, they may

become clogged by fine debris

themselves, and they make

cleaning out the gutters more

difficult.

Summary

m Do not allow the heavy

build up of moss and lichen

if it is likely to block tile

channels and interlocks and

impede water flow.

m Design roof junctions to

minimise the risk of them

being clogged by debris.

m Consider installing gutter

and hopper guards to catch

leaves but remember that

fine debris may either clog

the guards or get through to

the gutters.

m Carry out regular roof

inspections and remove roof

debris where necessary.

|||
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Lead Sheet Training

7

T he Lead Sheet Training

Academy in East Peckham

is arguably the best-known

lead and hard metal training

organisation in the industry.

Synonymous with the sector’s

bible, the Lead Sheet Manual, it

has been operating for almost a

century, taking on responsibility for

both setting the methods and

standards of leadwork in the UK.

John Lewis joined the Lead Sheet

Training Academy (LSTA) in

October last year as its Director of

Training & Operations and he is

mindful of the long history of the

organisation he now heads.

“I knew what a great reputation the

organisation had and what it did for

the industry even before I joined,”

says John “My main priority has

been to maintain that, as well as

developing the programmes and

bringing in innovation.”

John has the ideal mix of skills and

experience, coming from an

engineering background gained

from serving with the Royal

Engineers for 14 years. He’s also a

qualified tradesman and trained

and worked with lead in the past.

After a period of self-employment,

John started a career in further

education teaching, eventually

becoming Director of

Apprenticeships at Barking &

Dagenham College.

Working alongside John, is Simon

Wood as the Centre’s trainer and

assessor, Paul Cobbing as lead

assessor, and Sharon Phipps in

charge of accounts, administration

and funding. With this small team

the Academy has been very busy

since reopening in early July, after

the lockdown, and is now fully

booked until Christmas.

John explains, “The most popular

courses are the Lead Bossing and

Welding at basic and intermediate

Level 3. The basic course is popular

because it is designed not just for

those starting out in a lead

specialism, but also for slaters and

tilers who need to know how to

correctly do lead flashings,

guttering and other lead detailing

to a high standard.

“When I first got here, the Level 3

intermediate course was a

standalone one and I immediately

split it down into four modules. This

not only breaks down the cost into

manageable chunks for those

companies that aren’t accessing

funding, but it also allows some

flexibility. Rather than doing 35

days in one go, learners now come

and do one-week blocks. It’s much

easier for them to fit it into busy

work schedules. 

“They can also ‘pay as you learn’

and spread the cost, one module at

a time. At the end of 6-7 one-week

blocks, learners receive a City &

Guilds Traditional Intermediate

Lead or Hard metals crafts.”

Leading by Example at the Lead Sheet
Training Academy

Roofing Today spoke to John Lewis, Director of Training & Operations at the Lead Sheet

Training Academy to find out how they are coping with the Covid-19 crisis and what the

future prospects are for the organisation.

With all the team’s experience, they

are skilled at calibrating courses to

learners. Says John, “There are

some individuals that pick it up

really quickly and for some it takes

a bit longer, which I think is to do

with people’s learning styles. Some

learners are very auditory or visual,

however a majority of our learners

are physical kinesthetic learners,

meaning they learn through their

sense of touch and practical ability.

It’s very much an artisan skill and

people progress at differing paces to

develop what is, after all, a skilled

specialism.”

“It’s something I’m very passionate

about, that people get the training

they need for their future, whether

that’s functional skills in geometry

or advanced techniques. With these

skills under their belt, a whole host

of opportunities open up to progress

them in their work life and of course

increase their earning potential.”

Funding

There are several ways contractors

can source funding to get qualified

in lead. Courses can be fully funded

using the CITB grant funding

system if they are with a levy

paying company, or they can go

through their regional roof training

group. There are also bursaries

available through City and Guilds,

as well as Advanced Learner loans

through the gov.uk site for Level 3

courses and above.

Lead, of course, is a traditional

roofing material and leadwork

practices remain largely unaltered.

That said, one area John explains

that changes have occurred is in the

health and safety approach to

leadwork. “It’s highly controlled and

we give guidance to all our learners

at the outset on the safe use of lead,

and its environmental impact.

Regulations and legislation have

got a lot tougher recently especially

for things like lead in blood testing.

If you’re out in the industry you

should be getting your blood tested

at least every six months. Here in

the centre, all our trainers are tested

every three months.”

“From my perspective, it’s about

sharing good practice. If we teach

that here then it bleeds out into

industry where others can follow

that example and use lead in a safe

and controlled manner,” John adds.

Whilst the fundamentals of

traditional leadwork might be

timeless, the industry is continually

evolving, as John describes:

“Things change in the industry, and

we need to discuss that with

employers and collaborate with

industry so that we can adapt our

programmes to meet their needs.

That strengthens the employer’s

company because the quality of

their staff increases. But we also

keep students and learners at the

centre of everything we do. I’m very

passionate about making a

difference to individuals.”

“We’re looking at offering tailored

packages of training. Not all

contractors can get away for a

prolonged period of time so we’re

looking at offering training for a

specific skill or project area in

smaller blocks.”

Apart from responding to industry

with employer-led training, John

also formulates longer term strategy

for the Academy. At the moment

he’s in talks with a trade body to

collaborate on developing a new

programme, which he expects to

announce at the end of the year.

Other plans in the pipeline are to

work with Kent County Council on

going into schools to promote

opportunities in the specialist

roofing sector and in roofing in

general. 

Of course, the LSTA has had to

respond to the pandemic crisis, not

least with reduced numbers on

courses to ensure safe distancing,

and that affects the bottom line. For

training organisations, the

unpredictability emanating from

CITB adds to the uncertainty. 

Uncertainty

“I’ve kind of got one eye on CITB

and one eye on how we’re going to

move in other directions,” says

John. “If CITB dropped out it would

have an impact on a huge number

of training providers and levy

paying employers who access the

grant funding. It would impact

across the sector and the industry

as a whole. We know what

happened with Carillion – all of

sudden there were hundreds of

apprentices with nowhere to go,

and that could happen again if

there was a loss of funding.

“One of the things we’re doing is to

register with the Education and

Skills Funding Agency which opens

up opportunities for apprenticeships

and access to adult education funds

– it broadens the pot and

potentially offers more funded

programmes to employers and there

staff or indeed attract new people

into the industry.”

Overall, John remains upbeat: “I’m

a very optimistic individual and

we’re very positive about the future.

There’s clear demand for training in

the sector and a need for CPD to

continue to make sure the next

generation are not disadvantaged

and they can continue on their

training pathways. We must ensure

that they have the opportunity to

train and upskill and that specialist

lead skills remain in the industry to

benefit not only individuals and the

companies they work for, but the

industry as a whole.”

Rather than doing 35 days in one go, learners
now come and do one-week blocks. It’s much
easier for them to fit it into busy work
schedules. 

|||
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Roofing Training

Training Centre of Excellence Opens in
Salford

A s the nights draw in, the

weather gets colder and the

Covid 19 restrictions

become tighter, we might all be

forgiven for feeling a little gloomy

and in need of something to cheer

us up.

So how about this for some great

news!  A state-of-the-art training

facility in the north west of England

is opening its doors to the first of

many trainees keen to further their

knowledge and skills in the roofing

sector.

National Construction Training

Services (NCTS) are partnering

Master Roofers to set up this unique

training academy in Salford, Greater

Manchester.  Although other roofing

training facilities exist in the north

west, none can offer lead and hard

metals training in this area, and for

some time contractors have been

expressing a need for training in

this sector without having to travel

hundreds of miles.

NCTS Managing Director, Nigel

Johnston explained: “As part of our

expansion plans we decided to join

up with Master Roofers which has

over 14,000 members, all contractors

ranging from sole traders to much

larger companies.

“Many of these members have not

already been able to train, or now

need upskilling.  This joint venture

will offer them easy access to all

their training needs, either at

Salford in the north west or at our

other training academy in

Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire.  By

working together we will become a

stronger brand both in the north

and south of the country.”

The Salford training academy is

within easy reach of the M602 and

suitable accommodation is just a

few minutes’ walk away.

Master Roofers’ Managing Director,

Stewart Rowles, explained the

thinking behind this brand-new

training facility. “When we first

began our discussions, our aims

were very clear: to change the way

training was delivered in roofing,

and to create an inspiring training

experience,” he said.

“We have thrown out the old

norms, the repetitive rigs, the

simplified exercises.  We wanted

challenging and comprehensive roof

set-ups, real-life situations in a

workshop environment, and above

all, for the student experience to be

exciting and inspiring.”

He went on to say that a great deal

of work has been put in to find the

best tutors and craftspeople in the

country who have many decades of

experience in the sector, for both

the Salford and Hoddesdon training

facilities.

The aim is that all tutors will also

be qualified assessors and vice

versa, offering a complete, bespoke,

training and assessment package.

“Having exceptional trainers and

tutors is paramount to the ethos of

our centres and really is the

backbone of our educational goal,”

Stewart added.

Both centres will also carry the

‘Richard Murdoch Training Centre

for Excellence’ accolade, among

many other industry-recognised

accreditations.

No expense has been spared in the

design of the Salford premises to

fulfil the aims set out by this new

partnership.  The rigs have unusual

detailing to offer a level of

excellence unrivalled elsewhere,

and there is also a fully kitted-out

classroom, together with canteen,

office and toilet facilities. 

Needless to say, the NCTS

curriculum is designed to offer

skills and development to everyone

in the roofing industry. 

“From beginner to experienced

tradespeople, we can offer a range

of industry-recognised

qualifications designed to help you

make the next move in your career,

improve in a niche area or simply

gain more confidence,” said Nigel.

“We are dedicated to developing a

curriculum which will benefit the

roofing industry and our centres are

open to all roofing sector employers,

as well as those looking to develop

or start a career in the industry.”

The range of courses available at

each centre covers sector-specific

training, for example qualifications

in lead and hard metals, slating and

tiling, and health and safety.

The on-site assessment and

training (OSAT) programme is an

efficient route for experienced

workers without formal

qualifications, who can obtain

recognition of their skills by

obtaining an NVQ Level 2 or Level

3.  These assessments are carried

out on site, reducing the amount of

time the candidate has to spend off

site. 

In the past, experienced lead and

hard metal workers were issued

CSCS cards through industry

accreditation, also known as

grandfather rights, often on

employer recommendations rather

than the achievement of a

recognised qualification.   CSCS

closed this process to new

applicants in 2010, but existing

cardholders have been allowed to

renew on the same basis.    

However, from 1 January 2020 all

cards renewed under grandfather

rights will expire on 31 December

2024, and CSCS will stop issuing

the cards from 30 June 2024.

Of course, such an ambitious plan

of setting up a training centre of

excellence in Salford, together with

running the existing facility at

Hoddesdon on a similar level, is

bound to raise eyebrows when most

industries are feeling the effects of a

global pandemic.

“Lead and hard metal courses are

almost fully booked to the end of

the year and enquiries and bookings

for slating and tiling training are

going through the roof – literally!

said Nigel.

“We are of course keeping to

government guidelines so we won’t

be running our courses at maximum

capacity – we’ve already

experienced closure of courses at

Hoddesdon at the beginning of

lockdown last March, but since

then the tide has turned as far as

enthusiasm for training is

concerned.”

Training materials are expensive

but Associated Lead Mills (ALM) is

already sponsoring both centres

and Logan Roofing Solutions in

Northern Ireland is keen to support

them with roofing supplies, which

in turn increases their own brand

awareness in England.

The Covid pandemic means that a

full launch of the centre at Salford

will not be possible while

restrictions are in place, but Nigel

and Stewart are intending to send

out invitations to all interested

parties at appointed times.  It’s not

ideal, but better than no

opportunity to see the centre at all!

“The centre is already a big talking

point in the roofing sector and once

the first courses are under way,

we’re confident that bookings will

be coming in thick and fast,” said

Nigel.

For information on any of the training

and/or assessments available at either

of the two centres, please visit the

Master Roofers or NCtS website,

telephone 01992 801914, or email

training@ncts.org.uk.  Bookings on any

of the courses may also be made via

telephone or email.

We have thrown out
the old norms, the
repetitive rigs, the
simplified exercises.
We wanted
challenging and
comprehensive roof
set-ups, real-life
situations in a
workshop
environment ... to be
exciting and
inspiring.

Master Roofers’ Managing Director, Stewart Rowles in front of one of the challenging and

inspiring roofing rigs available for training in the Salford facility.

NCTS Managing Director, Nigel Johnston

conducting onsite assessment training

(OSAT).

From beginner to
experienced
tradespeople, we
can offer a range
of industry-
recognised
qualifications
designed to help
you make the next
move in your
career, improve in
a niche area or
simply gain more
confidence.

|||

In an exciting development for the roofing industry, a new training centre for pitch and

flat roofing has opened this month in Salford, Manchester. Roofing Today went to find

out what’s on offer.

mailto:training@ncts.org.uk
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https://www.masterroofers.co.uk/mruk-training-academy.html


R SPB Scotland is calling for

UK roofers to consider

adding a service for their

customers while helping to save

endangered swifts.

The bird protection organisation has

recently received funding from the

ScottishPower Foundation for a one-

year project called Edinburgh Swift

City. 

The aim is to increase the number

of swift nesting sites across

Edinburgh (and beyond) by

installing swift nest boxes.

Roofers are in the best position

Roofing contractors are in the best

position to install swift nest boxes

when they have scaffolding, ladders

or other access in place already for

roofing works. It is the ideal time to

offer to install swift nest boxes for

nature loving customers.

Why do swifts need help?

Swifts are well-loved birds that

migrate from Africa to the UK each

year to breed but in just the past 20

years their populations have halved. 

As Katie O’Neill from the RSPB

explains, “Swifts are almost always

found in buildings, where they will

nest in gaps under eaves and

occasionally under roofing tiles. 

“Swifts can live for up to 20 years,

and pairs will faithfully return to

use the same nest each year. Adult

swifts carry away the droppings of

the chicks, so there’s no mess

associated with swift nests. 

“Unfortunately, a side effect of

renovating or insulating roofs, is

that nest sites for swifts can be

unintentionally destroyed. The loss

of nesting sites is thought to be

one of the main threats to UK swift

populations even though nesting

birds have legal protection and it is

an offence to block up or destroy a

nest whilst it is being built or in

use.”

How to do swift-friendly
roofing

There are various ways to protect

swift nests without impacting

roofing work and vice versa. Where

swifts are using a building, it’s

always best to try to protect the

existing nest location, as swifts

tend to use the same nest sites

year on year. 

There are lots of examples where,

with careful design, roofing work

has taken place whilst maintaining

the entrance point for swifts – see

https://bit.ly/31UdcgO

If there is no way existing sites can

be preserved, as long as it is out of

the nesting season, swift nest

boxes and swift nesting bricks can

be installed to replace existing

nesting sites. 

Edinburgh City Council and several

other UK councils have policies and

guidance on the installation of

swift nesting sites when designing

new developments and renovations. 

In future ‘Biodiversity Net Gain’ for

new property developments means

that new building designs will need

to safeguard and increase habitats

for local flora and fauna.

Your skills and expertise are

needed

There are plenty of possibilities to

retrospectively add an artificial swift

nest boxes to buildings. 

As roofs are usually inaccessible to

homeowners, more and more roofing

firms are offering to install nest

boxes as an additional service

whilst their scaffolding or ladders

are up for roofing works. Your

customer might even want to add a

nest box camera.

What are artificial swift nests and how can

they be installed?

Swift nests can come in several styles but should

be a minimum of 20cm x 40cm x 20cm (w x l x h)

with entrance holes of 65mm x 28mm (l x h).

This will prevent Starlings from occupying nests.

Nest boxes should be located out of direct

sunlight, ideally on north-east or north-west

facing walls, or under wide eaves. 

To allow easy flight access, nests should be at

least 4.5m off the ground and far from any other

buildings in the nearby airspace. Nests should

not be installed close to trees, where predators

may perch such as magpies or crows. The best

locations are those that won’t be disturbed by

window cleaning or maintenance for example.
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RSPB is Calling On Roofers for Swift Action

As roofs are usually inaccessible to homeowners,
more and more roofing firms are offering to
install nest boxes as an additional service
whilst their scaffolding or ladders are up for
roofing works.

External walls

Single nest boxes, or rows of boxes can be fixed

to external walls. They can easily be made with

naturally treated exterior quality plywood. There

are a variety of DIY designs on The Swift

Conservation website or a premade model can

be purchased from the RSPB website. 

Eaves

Multiple nest boxes can be installed under

overhanging eaves and parallel to guttering with

a simple soffit design. This can be done using

long planks for the side wall and base floor,

internally partitioned into multiple adjoining

nest boxes. Each nest would have its own entrance. 

Gables

Swifts will attempt to find a nesting site close

to where they were raised, and naturally form

small colonies.  Swift colonies can be supported

by providing multiple nest spaces in gables.

This requires nest entrances to be drilled into

the external wall of non-load bearing gables.

Nest boxes can be built internally within the

loft space using untreated wood, or premade

nest boxes can be added.

Get listed

To be listed as a service that offers nest box

installation, or if you have any further questions,

please get in touch by emailing

katie.oneill@rspb.org.uk. 

The RSPB is also specifically looking for

Edinburgh-based roofers to install nest boxes

across the city. For more information about the

project visit https://bit.ly/33QhZkL. 

Pantile roofs 

Swifts will nest under pantiles if there are large

enough gaps under a tile. They nest on the felt

below or on the roof timber.  Nests can be

artificially recreated in the loft space by building

a nest box between the rafters. A hooded

ventilation tile can work well as an entrance that

replaces a normal pantile and is at the floor level

of the nest box. Where an insect screen is

present, this should be removed to allow access

and ventilation which is crucial for swifts who

often suffer from overheated nest places. 

Working together 

For further advice see:

RSPB www.rspb.org.uk/helpswifts  

Concern for Swifts https://concernforswifts.com/

Action for Swifts:

http://actionforswifts.blogspot.com/  

Swift Conservation: www.swift-conservation.org 

Common places to install artificial nest boxes.

|||
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Institute of Roofing
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Planning for the Long Game
Matthew Fry is a well-known figure in the roofing industry, and has been heavily involved

with the Institute of Roofing (IoR) since gaining his Fellowship in 2009. Now, as he takes on

his new role as Chair, he talks about the future development of the IoR. 

we’ve made such great strides in

the past 12 months, despite

facing these strange and

unprecedented times, I wanted

to remain a part of it and give

my support to Stuart in

achieving our goals. So, I

decided to stay on the Board and

have most recently been

appointed Chair. 

We all know Covid-19 has

completely taken over our lives.

The way in which we work,

think and live has totally

changed in the last 12 months.

We’re all trying to adapt and it’s

difficult, but one thing that’s

important to remember is we

mustn’t lose our focus and

continue to work through what

we can for the sake of our

industry, and the individuals in

it. As Chair, my aim is to help

keep the momentum going.  

Chartered Status 

Everything we do as an

organisation needs to be in-line

with the goal to becoming

Chartered, and this is still a goal

we are pursuing. Achieving this

status will allow us to address

the main issues we face and

allocate the available resources

we have in the most time and

cost-effective way possible. This

will strengthen the Institute and

provide a sustainable long-term

future, one that firmly

establishes our members as

recognised professionals with

the same standing as their

industry peers.

We have made strong head-way

towards this goal in the last 12

months in what is a measured,

step-by-step process. We have

changed the management

structure of the IoR, modernised

the constitution and rules, and

updated the membership criteria.  

In line with achieving Chartered

status, we want to demonstrate

that Fellows of the IoR are

amongst the most experienced

and knowledgeable professionals

in the roofing industry.

Recognised for their skill,

knowledge, experience and

achievement, they have excelled

in roofing and have gone above

and beyond what is normally

expected of their specific sector

or position. This will ultimately

help to maintain high standards

within our membership and the

roofing sector.

We are more determined than

ever to press ahead with this end

game, and we have adapted the

way we communicate and deliver

in order to keep this work going. 

Qualification & Course
Development

We, as the IoR, need to have a

formal route into specific

technical specialisms across the

entire sector. We will draw on

knowledge and subsequently

produce educational

opportunities, targeted training

courses and CPDs for our

members to further enhance the

benefits we offer. This will also

strengthen our bond with other

organisations in the roofing

industry, which again, will only

benefit our members further. 

What is unique about the IoR, is

that we are a qualifications body

for roofing management. We are

specifically concerned about the

knowledge-based managers of the

roofing business, and want to

produce technically sound

documentation and training to

help them progress further in

their careers. We’ve done this of

sorts before in the past, but now,

we need to really push this

through as a necessity, rather

than a ‘nice to have’. 

Our plan now is to develop

advisory panels within the IoR,

which will draw on the technical

knowledge and skills required for

people working within ||- 

We want to demonstrate that Fellows of
the IoR are amongst the most experienced
and knowledgeable professionals in the
roofing industry. 

I ’ve worked in the building

and refurbishment sector for

more than 30 years and I first

began my involvement with the

IoR more than a decade ago

when I worked for a roofing

system manufacturer.

I served as operations director for

the IoR for five years, stepping

down last year when we

appointed Stuart Hicks as CEO.

At that time, I thought, I’ll give it

another year and retire from my

Board duties with the IoR. But

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://www.roofgiant.com/
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Institute of Roofing continued

Our Associate Course really hit the ground running at the start of the year,
and is designed for anyone considering a professional career in roofing,
particularly with an eye to moving into a supervisory or management
role.  This revised training programme was significantly modernised for
2020, and has been moved to a dedicated online learning platform.

management roles in roofing

across all departments. For example,

surveying, estimating, specifying

roofing systems, tendering and

procurement, HR, financial, legal

and marketing – and draw on this

knowledge to improve our course

content, further enhance our

training and CPD offering to

members, and provide the most up-

to-date and regulated content

available. We will specifically look

at changes within the industry that

directly impacts us as a sector, and

how those challenges can be faced. 

There have been some major

regulatory changes within our

industry of late, and more is yet to

come. It’s important that we

recognise the implications this has

on our sector, and communicate it

to our members effectively. It’s also

our way of keeping up-to-date with

the changes within roofing

management. 

Training Focus

Training is a key part of what the

Institute does, and we’re working

hard to maintain momentum and

encourage people to train to a

certain level, learn new skills and

enhance their CVs. 

Our Associate Course really hit the

ground running at the start of the

year, and is designed for anyone

considering a professional career in

roofing, particularly with an eye to

moving into a supervisory or

management role. 

This revised training programme

was significantly modernised for

2020, and has been moved to a

dedicated online learning platform

and will offer professionals the

opportunity to learn effectively with

minimum disruption to working

patterns.

The updated course includes

content such as law, design,

surveying & estimating, tendering

& procurement, roof safety and

raising standards – considered to be

the bare minimum in today’s

construction climate following the

changes to regulations post-Grenfell. 

With the Covid-19 pandemic, face-

to-face sessions were suspended

and we are looking at safe and

effective ways to restart the course

delivery.

What’s important about the

Associate level course is its gravity

within our sector. The course

proves that an individual has

trained at a specific level to gain

their AIoR. This looks good on a

CV, making individuals stand out

from the crowd – which may be

more important than ever as we

enter an uncertain economic

climate in the coming months and

years. 

I am also involved with the

Independent Roof Training

Association Scotland, promoting

skills and professionalisation across

the region. As Chair of the IoR, I

aim to bring knowledge from this

experience as we continue to

develop the Institute’s training

offering. 

More Collaboration

As part of my new role as Chair, I’ll

be pushing for further collaboration

with the construction industry,

forming closer relationships with

likeminded associations and

committees to help further enhance

our knowledge and continuing on

the right path to becoming

Chartered. 

Construction is a cooperative

business - no one can get the job

done without working together as

we rely on so many links in the

chain. So, it makes sense to be

connected with others around us.

We’re a better Institute with the

help and support of other

organisations – and I bet they’d say

the same. You can’t do it alone, you

need to share knowledge, offer

support and guidance to one

another to maintain the highest of

standards within our sector. 

Core Values 

I spent many years in my earlier life

serving in the British Army, and

one thing I leant is despite being

strong, driven and dedicated as an

individual, you need your team

around you for support, and to help

battle through the big challenges

that face us. 

It doesn’t matter what background

in roofing you’re from –

manufacturing, distribution, design

or contracting – we’re all in this

together and we need to plan for

the long game if we are to survive

what’s ahead of us. 

www.instituteofroofing.org

-||
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Roofing Recovery

Skills Training High on the Agenda
With the construction industry bolstered by a huge government capital investment programme and roofing

recruitment rising, the need for training to address the skills gap is once again high on the agenda. Here

Richard Kendrick, Marketing Manager at SIG Roofing, looks at recent developments, and some options.

Other incentives include T Level

industry placements, a kickstart

subsidised wage scheme and £1,000

towards traineeships.

The Roofing Industry Alliance,

which co-ordinates training

information from all the major trade

associations and many regional

providers, offers a good access route

to training, both for apprentices and

more experienced roofing

contractors.  

The different types of training

available range from new entrant

and Modern Apprentice, providing

young roofing contractors with

foundation skills, to a Specialist

Apprenticeship programme,

working to a high level in specific

areas such as pitched, single ply or

liquid roofing, heritage roof slating

and tiling, and lead and hard

metals.

There are also National and

Scottish Vocational Qualifications

from foundation, to craftsman, to

manager level; along with

Specialist Upskilling and

Experienced Worker training

programmes.

Another route for experienced

roofing contractors is on-site

assessment and training (OSAT), a

cost-effective method of bringing

skills up to the industry’s national

occupational standards. OSAT is

available through colleges, regional

One area for
celebration now
though is that ihe
RoofCert scheme is
showing tangible
success, with the first
50 roofers having
achieved accreditation. 

11

Available until 31st January 2021,

companies with newly-hired

apprentices will be eligible to

receive £2,000 for those aged 16 to

24 and £1,500 for apprentices aged

25 and over. This is in addition to

payments already made to support

specific groups, including 16 to 18-

year-olds.

Apprenticeships combine practical

on-the-job skills training with

sustained off-the-job learning,

available from entry level to Level 7,

the equivalent of a master’s degree.

roofing training groups,

manufacturers, contractors, national

construction college courses and

mobile rigs.

Strategic planning

This autumn, The Construction

Industry Training Board (CITB)

responded to the skills shortage by

announcing its strategic plan for

2021 to 2025. The CITB’s plan

includes:

m Investing £110 million to

support apprentices and

employers, on top of existing

grants

m Support for 28,000 ‘taster

experiences’ and further

investment in its Go Construct

initiative to help young people

access opportunities in

construction, and

m Using grants and other funding

to help employers invest in

training to rebuild and then

modernise post-pandemic.

All of this is welcome, and within

this new plan there are certainly

opportunities for roofing contractors

to increase their numbers and

develop workforce skills.

The CITB also operates the

National Skills Academy for

Construction (NSAfC) and provides

grants towards a range of short

courses for roofing contractors who

are in employment but need to

bring their knowledge up-to-date.

The NFRC was already addressing

the skills shortage through its

Workforce Development Strategy,

aimed at raising standards,

upskilling the existing workforce

and growing the employment pool.

The strategy, for 2017 to 2021, still

has a year to run and, of course,

will need to be reset in light of the

2020 pandemic, so we will have to

wait a while yet to see the final

results.

RoofCERT

One area for celebration now

though is that its RoofCert scheme

is showing tangible success, with

the first 50 roofers having recently

achieved accreditation. SIG Roofing

strongly supports the objective of

RoofCert, which is to

professionalise the roofing industry

by helping roofing professionals

demonstrate their competency and

roofing contractors to upskill their

teams.

There is no doubt that lifelong

learning, upskilling and reskilling

help to future-proof a business and

there are lots of opportunities to

access the training to develop the

skills the industry so desperately

needs.

For more information on

apprenticeships funding visit

https://www.gov.uk/employing-an-

apprentice/get-funding

I t has been recognised for a

long time now there are simply

not enough skilled installers to

meet the demands of the

construction industry.

With Prime Minister Boris

Johnson’s recent declaration to

‘build, build, build’, and

construction seen as a key driver

towards restoring a healthy

economy, demand is only going to

increase.

There is already evidence of this in

the growth in number of recruitment

adverts for roofing contractors, up

by around 5% across the summer.

An obvious way to increase the

skilled talent in the industry is to

recruit more young people, and the

government is currently providing

additional incentives for employers.

|||

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
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Sarah Spink, CEO of the Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing Association (LRWA) offers tops tips and

advice on entering the LRWA Awards, including what it takes to create a winning submission. 

S ince launching in 2017, the

LRWA Awards and Gala

Dinner have gone from

strength to strength attracting

hundreds of people from across the

liquid roofing and waterproofing

sector. Although Covid-19 prevented

us from running the event this year,

we are already gearing up for our

2021 awards and looking forward to

celebrating the outstanding

workmanship and technical

excellence across our industry.  

Why Enter the Awards?

Although it has been a challenging

year for all of us, we know that lots

of our members have continued to

deliver impressive projects both

before and during the pandemic.

The LRWA Awards and Gala Dinner

is an ideal opportunity for

companies to showcase those

achievements and promote the

benefits and versality of a broad

range of liquid systems. 

If your project is crowned one of the

winners – or even a finalist – this

sends a positive message to both

your clients and prospects about

your credentials, which could give

you a competitive edge. This

achievement will also help to raise

awareness of your business and its

expertise through free publicity.

How to Become an LRWA
Award Winner

Details of the finalists and winners

are all widely promoted through the

LRWA in the trade media, industry

newsletters and on social media.

The entry form enables both

contractors and manufacturers to

be recognised for their work in

liquid roofing and waterproofing.

With four categories to choose

from, there is the opportunity to

submit a vast range of different

projects that highlight the versality

of liquids with awards available for:

m Liquid Roofing Project of the

Year >1000m2

m Liquid Roofing Project of the

Year <1000m2

m Liquid Roofing Project of the

Year in a Buried Application –

for example, inverted roofs

and green roofs

m Liquid Waterproofing Project

of the Year Award - for

example, car parks, bridges,

balconies, and walls

The Judging Process

We have developed an independent

judging process with strict criteria

that ensures each entry is reviewed

fairly and without bias. 

Every project is judged on merit

alone, and without details of the

contractor or manufacturer being

revealed to the panel.  Only the

information supplied on the entry

form will be used to judge the

entry with marks available for the

following main criteria: 

m Degree of difficulty –

complexity of details

m Workmanship – standard

achieved

m Problem solving – coping

with the constraints of the

project and or client

m Aesthetics – visual impact

and appearance

Our judges include specifiers,

architects and technical experts

who all have specialist experience

of the liquids sector, and

understand the applications and

complexities that contractors and

manufacturers can face. 

Writing a Winning Entry

When you write your entry, it is

really important to keep the

judging criteria front of mind. Make

sure that you cover each area and

provide as much relevant detail as

possible so the judges can get a

clear and thorough picture of the

project. 

Don’t be tempted to cut corners or

leave it too late. Some potentially

strong submissions have not made

the shortlist simply because there

wasn’t enough information

provided on the entry form. Allow

plenty of time to write your entry

and get feedback from your

colleagues to ensure it reads clearly

and nothing has been missed out.

The best entries tell a story that

clearly explains the background to

If your project is crowned one of the winners –
or even a finalist – this sends a positive
message to both your clients and prospects
about your credentials, which could give you a
competitive edge. 

the project, how challenges were

overcome, the complexities of the

work, and the positive outcomes

achieved. 

We have seen a diverse range of

impressive projects win in recent

years, meeting all criteria. Here are

just three examples:

m Lancaster University

Chaplaincy Centre: Sika Liquid

Plastics and Vertical

Access/Permicoat

This project involved many

specification and installation

complexities. The client

required a bespoke colour

match to ensure the aesthetical

appearance of the original 1969

construction remained. The

unusual design of the three-

pronged spire and the height of

the facias also meant a vertical

application was required.

mHeathrow Airport, Pier 7,

Terminal 3: Icopal & iTECH

Roofworks

Severe water ingress into

terminal buildings below meant

a quick refurbishment was

required on the 10,000 m2 roof

area. The project presented

many challenges, including the

need to remove extensive plant

and equipment by raising it

2.5m above the roof and

relocating it onto a new steel

mezzanine structure. Total man

hours numbered 287,000 and

internal disruption to the busy

terminal was kept to an

absolute minimum throughout

the roofing works. 

mThe Water Gardens: Makers

Construction & Triflex 

Featuring trees, vegetation and

large shallow pools, the Water

Gardens are suspended over a

basement car park. To rectify

leaks, soil, vegetation and more

than 500 tonnes of silt and mud

were removed in restricted

conditions – as well as fish

from the ponds. All areas were

cleaned to allow concrete to be

inspected and repairs carried

out before application of the

liquid waterproofing membrane.

The former car park’s original

concrete structure was also

repaired and waterproofed.

Photography Top Tips

Good photography is crucial. Even

if you write a strong submission,

your entry could fail to make the

shortlist if you don’t provide

suitable images.

The judges will use project photos

to get a better understanding of

scale, complexity and

workmanship. That means they will

be looking for a good range of

images taken throughout the

project, showing both work-in-

progress and the finished roof. 

Plan ahead when taking work in

progress shots. Make sure the area

is as tidy as possible, ensuring any

trip wires or leads are safely placed

away. If the images show people

working on site, make sure they are

wearing the correct PPE, such as

hard hats and high-vis clothing. 

If you ask site operatives to capture

their work on their camera phone,

make sure they are able to do so

safely. 

We recommend a mix of long and

mid-range photos but don’t forget

the details. Good close-ups of

difficult or unusual details, both

finished and in-progress, help

demonstrate your workmanship.

All photography needs to be good

quality. That means pictures should

be clear, taken at as high a

resolution as possible and in focus.

Also avoid anything obstructive,

such as trees or other buildings

that could hide part of your work. 

If your project is large, consider

arranging an aerial shot to

demonstrate the scale. These shots

can really help a project stand out

but remember the judges will still

need to see the work in progress

images, so don’t rely solely on

aerial photography, no matter how

impressive it is. 

How to Enter

Entering an LRWA award is free

and simple. All information,

including up to 10 images, is

submitted via an online form on our

website. Please note the deadline

for submitting your entry. We don’t

offer an extension, so if you are

unable to send it to us by the date

stated, your submission will not be

judged.

Our 2021 awards are already open

for entries, so if you have been

involved in a standout project that

you want to showcase, then you

have plenty of time to prepare.

Follow our top tips and advice and

you could be crowned an LRWA

award winner next year, providing

a boost to your business and the

industry as a whole. 

For more information, visit

www.lrwa.org.uk

|||
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C onstruction has always

been a tough industry to

work in, with high

demand and tight deadlines

compounded by ever-changing

regulation, new technologies

and fluctuations in the

workforce. However, needless to

say, 2020 has been unique. It is

important that roofing

contractors are not only prepared

for the ongoing disruption but

that they use this as an

opportunity to reassess their

Ensuring Quality No Matter
What the Challenges

Steve Ball, Field Services Manager at Kingspan Insulated Panels

approaches, including

considering which solutions will

enable them to make their

operations more efficient and

effective in the long term.

Testing times

Like almost every sector across

the world, construction is facing

extraordinary challenges. In

April, at the height of the

pandemic in the UK, it was

reported that more than 4,500

projects worth £70 billion were

facing delays. Almost half of

these were non-residential (47%

by value and 43% by number),

with infrastructure, office and

shopping centre projects the

most disproportionately affected. 

Six months later, the picture is

still turbulent. Office for

National Statistics figures

released at the end of August

suggested that almost half of

construction companies have

seen their turnover drop due to

COVID-19, with 24% of

companies who responded to

the survey stating they had seen

a decline in demand. 

The financial impact of the

pandemic also means that,

where projects are still going

ahead, many developers and

businesses will be keener than

ever to get sites up and

running quickly. Completing

handover can not only have a

major effect on the ability to

supply a service or sell goods,

allowing businesses to begin to

see some return on investment,

but also offers the potential to

help stimulate economies and

increase profitability.

Getting projects back on track

will be more difficult for some,

with a number of new onsite

measures to implement. Official

guidelines brought in to limit

the risk of transmission add

another layer of complexity to

health and safety on site. 

There is also the issue of timing.

Delays to construction projects

peaked globally in April,

pushing deadlines back until

later in the year. For the UK, this

means opening projects up to

the risk of being stymied by

poor weather. Roofing

contractors are all too familiar

with high winds halting work at

height, whilst rain and snow

may delay curing or make sites

inaccessible. As many internal

trades cannot begin fit out until

buildings are made fully

weathertight, any delays to

external works can have a

serious impact on the whole

build programme. 

One of the ways to effectively

address these new challenges,

It is important that
roofing contractors
are not only prepared
for the ongoing
disruption but that
they use this as an
opportunity to
reassess their
approaches,
including considering
which solutions will
enable them to make
their operations more
efficient and effective
in the long term.

||- 

Kingspan insulated roof panel systems are available featuring

an innovative QuadCore™ insulation core, enabling lower 

U-values to be achieved with an even thinner, lighter panel.  

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://www.kingspan.com/gb/en-gb/products/insulated-panel-systems/quadcore-insulated-panel-systems
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whilst still meeting the need for

safe, high-performing roofs, is to

use offsite technologies such as

modern insulated panel systems,

which aid site efficiency, are less

reliant on installer capacity, and are

designed to achieve holistic

performance.

Reliable roofing

Insulated panels, also often referred

to as composite and sandwich

panels, are a commonly used

roofing material. Combining a metal

facing, insulation layer and

waterproofing in a single

component, each panel is

manufactured to tight tolerances

with factory-engineered jointing

that reduces the risk of thermal

bridging and makes detailing

simpler. This helps to ensure

reliable thermal, structural and fire

performance across the roof,

especially when integrational

ancillary elements, such as

insulated guttering and daylighting,

are used. Accuracy at this stage

also helps to reduce material

wastage, and limits the need for

onsite adjustments, reducing

pressure on contractors.

The single-fix, lightweight panels

can be produced in long lengths of

up to 28 metres for roofs,

depending on the product. This

allows the building’s structural

frame to be rapidly clad by a

relatively small team of operatives

using mechanical handling

equipment, saving both time and

labour costs as well as supporting

social distancing and work

bubbling. 

These systems do not need to dry

and their quick installation also

means that roofs can be fitted

within short periods of fair weather.

This makes project completion

more predictable and allows the

building to be made weathertight

faster than built-up alternatives. In

turn, this permits second-fix trades

to begin internal fit out sooner,

reducing project timescales and

safeguarding projects against

delays caused by poor weather

conditions.

Additionally, panels containing

highly thermally efficient insulation

cores, also allow for lower U-values

to be achieved with slimmer

thicknesses, without sacrificing

structural performance. This means

thinner and lighter panels can be

specified, further aiding

construction, and potentially

allowing more panels to be

transported in a single load.

Supporting skill

Whilst these systems aid

efficiency, they still require a level

of competency to be installed

effectively. In addition to attending

training courses tailored to the use

of the specified products when

possible again, engaging with a

manufacturer’s technical

department and referencing their

guides are a straightforward way to

ensure that all details are installed

to the highest possible standards,

and that your team is futureproofed

against legislation that calls for

demonstrations of competency.

Ready for the challenge

Whilst we are not out of the woods

yet and there will undoubtedly be

further challenges to face, roofing

contractors can ensure they are

ready to continue to deliver high-

quality projects by employing

factory-engineered approaches. Not

only do they enable fast-track

construction with smaller teams,

they are also designed to easily

achieve demanding performance

standards. 

Kingspan Panels can be contacted on

telephone +44 (0) 1352 717 25; email:

info@kingspanpanels.com  or visit:

www.kingspanpanels.co.uk.

-|| Engaging with a
manufacturer’s
technical
department and
referencing their
guides are a
straightforward way
to ensure that all
details are installed
to the highest
possible standards.

|||

Kingspan roof systems can be specified with any number of

ancillary elements, ranging from daylight panels and insulated

gutters to rooftop solar PV systems.

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
mailto:info@kingspanpanels.com
http://www.kingspanpanels.co.uk
https://www.instar-uk.co.uk/
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T he Mastic Asphalt Council

(MAC) is the trade

association for the mastic

asphalt industry, representing more

than 90 companies, including

mastic asphalt manufacturers, the

contractors responsible for its

installation, and associated

suppliers of equipment and services.

Due to the continued popularity of

mastic asphalt for waterproofing

projects, MAC is spreading its

reach and the latest contracting

member to join the association is

John Fetherston Asphalt Roofing

based in Dublin, Ireland. The

company is the first such MAC

member based outside of the UK,

representing the high level of

interest and use of mastic asphalt

across Ireland.

Fourth generation 

Established in 1961 in the Cabra

area of Dublin, John Fetherston

Asphalt Roofing is a family-run

operation, also located at Western

Parkway Business Park in the

Ballymount area of Dublin. From

humble beginnings, this fourth-

generation company has grown to

become one of the leading and most

reputable specialist roofing

contractors in the country.

Managing Director John Fetherston

said: “My father and his two

brothers and their father before

them were roofing contractors. My

brother Paul is one of 12 employees

that currently works with us while

my son, John Junior, is the fourth

generation to carry on the family

tradition.”

John estimates that between 80-

90% of the work the company

carries out involves mastic asphalt

and such is its popularity that the

firm has a stock of 20 asphalt

mixers ranging from 0.5 tonnes to 3

tonnes. 

John commented: “I’m very

optimistic about the future of

mastic asphalt and we have a great

demand for it here in Ireland.

Asphalt is back in fashion - in fact,

it’s probably more popular now than

it was back in the 70s and 80s. This

Mastic Asphalt Council Spreads its Wings 
Mastic Asphalt Council (MAC)

is one of the reasons why we felt it

was important to become a member

of the Mastic Asphalt Council and

we’re proud to be the first

contracting company member

outside of the UK. Mastic asphalt is

becoming more and more

recognised and it’s important that

we acknowledge that.”

John estimates that John

Fetherston Asphalt Roofing is one

of around 20 contractors across

Ireland that specialise in the

application of mastic asphalt.

John’s company is renowned for

carrying out high quality

waterproofing work across a diverse

range of sectors such as

construction, student

accommodation, offices, hotels,

retail and public departments, as

well as the domestic market.

Refurbishment and new build

projects are carried out all over

Ireland, most notably in Dublin,

Galway and the Mayo and Sligo

regions.

John estimates that between 80-90% of the
work the company carries out involves mastic
asphalt and such is its popularity that the firm
has a stock of 20 asphalt mixers.||-

Rooftop car park application

Carrickmines, Dublin 18, Area This 1,100 m2 roof was

constructed to zero Falls, with three 10mm coats. 

This 150m2 balcony area was part of a private dwelling at

the K Club Golf Club, Straffan, Co. Kildare.

Detailing on a

900m2 inverted

insulated

extensive green

roof – part of a

six block

apartment

development in

Churchtown.

This 400m2 warm roof was

constructed on a private coastal

dwelling in Howth Co., Dublin.

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://www.quantuminsulation.com/
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The company’s well-established

track record in quality of

workmanship has even seen a

demand for the firm’s services

overseas - in England, France, Spain

and Scotland. One project involved

the application of mastic asphalt on

a residential property in Monaco,

France, where an architect from

Ireland had specified the use of

mastic asphalt and insisted that

John Fetherston Asphalt Roofing

apply it. The company works

alongside architectural firms on a

turnkey contracting basis for major

projects. 

Recent mastic asphalt projects

carried out by John Fetherston

Asphalt Roofing include Enterprise

House in Dublin, which provides a

one-stop calling point for those

starting and developing their own

businesses. Mastic asphalt was

applied to a 4,500m2 car park

decking area. It has also been

applied at Citywest Hotel in

Southern Dublin - one of the most

famous hotels in Ireland. The

company’s high-profile client list

includes the likes of Croke Park, Cork

University, Dublin Airport, Dublin

City College, Dublin City Council,

HSE and St. James’ Hospital, to name

a few.

John concludes: “We’re increasingly

finding that mastic asphalt is being

specified more and more. Lots of new

roofing systems are being introduced

but we’re being called out on sites

where they have failed just a couple

of years after being applied. None of

them stand the test of time like

mastic asphalt. It’s here to stay.”

The company’s well
established track
record in quality of
workmanship has even
seen a demand for the
firm’s services overseas.

|||

244

-||

Private Dwelling, Mullingar, Co. Westmeath

450m2. Warm roof build-up

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://www.kingspan.com/gb/en-gb/products/insulated-panel-systems/quadcore-insulated-panel-systems
https://www.longrakespar.co.uk/
https://www.sky-garden.co.uk/
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A cross construction there is

talk of needing to build

faster and more efficiently.

Whether it’s because there’s a lack

of infrastructure or labour, it seems

that we need to streamline our

approach to construction.

This is clearly evidenced by the

UK’s housing shortage crisis. In

2018, it was estimated that England

had a backlog of 3.91 million homes,

meaning 340,000 new homes need

to be built each year until 2031. 

However, as the saying goes, haste

makes waste, and this couldn’t be

more true for buildings. Structures

that are not planned and correctly

specified can create waste from

construction through to building

operation. For example, poor

specification can lead to

unnecessary servicing and

maintenance, and needing to

replace materials that don’t meet

their expected lifespan. 

To ensure that we can maximise

construction efficiency, while still

maintaining the quality and

integrity expected of multi-million-

pound buildings, it all boils down to

detail. This is especially the case

with fasteners and fixings, the very

components that hold structures

and building envelopes together.

Planned to Perfection

Well-planned projects minimise the

chance for errors to occur during

construction, which can be costly to

rectify further down the build chain.

Building envelopes, brackets and

subframe systems need to be

especially well considered. They

need to withstand whatever the

elements throw at them, from wind

loads, to corrosive substances in the

air and the substrate they are fixing

back to. They also need to be able

to assure the deadweight of the

cladding installed on them.

Identifying these components

correctly though is easier said than

done. For architects and specifiers,

trawling through datasheets and

product specifications can be time

and labour intensive.

Here is where manufacturers can

help at the planning stage. With

expert knowledge and tools,

manufacturers can help suggest

rainscreen and cladding systems

that are fit for purpose, which was

the case during the refurbishment

of Kew Tower in Richmond.

This refurbished office building,

had the upper floors of its building

reclad using the NVELOPE® NV4

system from SFS. The key to the

success of the project was as much

in the NV4 system as it was in SFS’

Project Builder tool.

Project Builder factors in

considerations such as local wind

loads, height of the façade, the

substrate that the rainscreen

system is being fixed to, selected

cladding material and the cladding

zone. With this forward-thinking,

planned-out approach, Kew Tower

achieved an ‘Excellent’ BREEAM

rating. 

Fast and Furious Fasteners and
Fixings

Raising buildings faster is not just

in the planning – it’s in the detail.

Thousands, if not hundreds of

thousands, of fasteners and fixings

need to be secured on a typical

building. The time needed to install

these components can quickly add

up, leading to costly labour

expenses. Here, any incremental

gains can lead to major reductions

in construction time.

This was certainly the case with

the refurbishment of Parsons

Tower, Newcastle College. The

1970s tower block was refreshed

with a contemporary zinc and

copper façade. To secure the

cladding back to composite panels

on the building, low profile, high-

grade stainless-steel fasteners were

required. The SX2/8-D9 is a self-

drilling fastener in A4 316

austenitic stainless steel. As well

as giving excellent pull out values,

the thread design helped decrease

construction time by reducing over-

driving.

Similarly, construction time was

significantly reduced when

installing the PIR insulation into the

concrete deck of the roof. The

contractors were facing extensive

drilling and the need for multiple

combinations of fasteners and

polypropylene sleeves. The isotak®

TIA adjustable fastener system

reduced fastener and polypropylene

sleeve combinations by 50% and in

turn, dramatically decreased drilling

times.

thermal isolators to help reduce

thermal bridging. These brackets

were pre-assembled from SFS, to

speed up construction time and also

prevent loss of materials on-site.

Fast Tracked for the Future

The future of our world very much

depends on the construction

projects of today being built right

and being built to stand the tests of

time for years to come.

While we improve the pace at

which we construct new buildings,

it must not be to the detriment of

the finished products themselves.

Building envelopes must be well

thought out and designed to

minimise the need for amendments

both during specification and

installation. They must also be well

considered so that they can be as

thermally efficient and sustainable

as possible. By looking at all these

details closely, we can facilitate

faster construction and create

buildings to last.

For more information about SFS UK visit

https://www.sfsintec.co.uk

|||

Fasteners, Fixings and Everything In
Between for Fast Track Construction
Buildings need to come together more quickly than ever. To do so without compromising integrity and quality depends

on every detail being considered. This detail comes right down to the fasteners and fixings that hold the building

envelope together, explains David Fraser, NVELOPE Business Unit Manager at SFS UK.

Buildings? Here’s one I made
earlier

As well as planning and choosing

the right components to help

achieve faster builds, a big shift in

the way buildings are realised is

through modular construction. More

and more, buildings and their

components are being prefabricated

off-site under factory conditions.

Much like fasteners and fixings that

aid installers on-site, manufacturers

must also be able to adjust to these

new offsite construction techniques

and adapt their products to suit.

In reality, this can be as simple as

inserting fasteners into their sleeves

before they are sent to site or

supplying brackets pre-assembled.

Crest Girls’ Academy in Neasden,

which required modernisation to its

various buildings, is a great

example of pre-fabrication. As well

as using the Project Builder to

create a detailed design to support

approximately 6,000m2 of timber and

cedar cladding, the project also

utilised vertical point brackets with

The north east corner of Kew Tower

Parsons Tower, Newcastle College

Crest Girls Academy, Neasden where 6000 m2 of timber and cedar cladding was installed.

Crest Girls Academy, Neasden utilised

vertical point brackets with thermal

isolators to help reduce thermal bridging.

Structures that are not planned and correctly
specified can create waste from construction
through to building operation. 

https://www.sfsintec.co.uk
http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://spra.co.uk/
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Mechanical Fixings for Tiled
Roofing

T he current version of BS

5534: the British Standard

for slating and tiling, was

published in 2014, with minor

amendments in 2015 (A1) and 2018

(A2).  Since then, the industry has

become used to the concept of

mechanically fixing all roof tiles and

associated fittings such as ridge

and hip tiles.  A mechanical fixing

is usually a nail, screw, clip, or

proprietary dry fix system that

provides a mechanical connection of

the tile or fitting with the roof

structure, such as a timber tile,

ridge, or hip batten.

What does all this mean in

practice?  Firstly, a quick recap of

the BS 5534 recommendations: -

Single lap tiles

For single lap tiles on all roof areas

and rafter pitches below 450, every

tile should be mechanically fixed,

either by nailing or clipping,

dependent on the wind uplift

exposure.  For rafter pitches of 450

and over, each tile should be nailed

with at least one nail.  For rafter

pitches of 550 and over, including

vertical tiling to walls, all tiles

should be nailed, and the tail of

each tile should be clipped or

otherwise mechanically fixed.

Double lap tiles

For nibless double lap plain tiles,

two nails should be used to secure

every tile.  For nibbed double lap

tiles, two nails should be used in

each tile in at least every fifth

course on rafter pitches below 600.

For rafter pitches of 600 and above,

including vertical tiling to walls,

two nails should be used in every

tile.

Perimeter tiles

Perimeter tiles should be secured

using a minimum of two fixings;

generally, this can be achieved by

nailing each tile at its head and a

clip to secure its tail.  

At verges, one of the fixings can be

a dry verge system, so long as the

dry verge complies with the

requirements of BS 8612: the British

Standard for dry fix ridge, hip, and

verge systems.

Of course, these are the minimum

fixing requirements; all roof tile

installations require a wind load

calculation to be carried out to

establish if a) the minimum fixings

are adequate and, b) to establish

what additional fixings are required

to resist predicted wind loads for

the particular building and location.

Cut tiles

Cut tiles, such as those found

adjacent to valleys and hips, must

also be twice fixed to comply with

the BS 5534 requirements.  To avoid

the use of small pieces of cut tiles

that are difficult to fix, double tiles

or tile-and-a-half tiles should be

used where available from the

manufacturer.

However, there are many tiles for

which double, or tile-and-half tiles

are not available.  This generally

applies to single lap tiles that are

laid in a ‘straight bond’ pattern.

Judging from the many enquiries

we receive at Wabis, there is still

uncertainty about how best to twice

fix cut tiles which, in many cases,

cannot be fixed using standard nails

and clips.  

In situations where small, cut

pieces of tile cannot be avoided

through setting out or because

wider tiles are not available, BS

5534 allows the use of a suitable

adhesive as one of the two required

fixings to bond small cut pieces to

adjacent full tiles.  Though, it must

be emphasised that using the

wrong adhesive product, or

application of adhesive in

inappropriate weather conditions

can make its use on-site extremely

unreliable.  No adhesive will bond

to dusty or loose surfaces and it is

extremely important that the

adhesive manufacturer’s

instructions be followed.  

For the second required fixing of

cut tiles, Wabis can supply its D-

113 cut tile clips.  D-113 clips are

made of stainless steel with

galvanized steel wire.  These are

quick and easy to fix and provide a

high resistance to wind loads.

Wabis D-113 clips are ideal for use

with the Wabis dry fix ridge and

hip system, for securing small cut

tiles at hips.  

Dry fix ridge and hip systems are

now the accepted way to provide a

continuous mechanical fix to ridge

and hip tiles to comply with the

requirements of BS 5534.  Mortar,

along with nails, screws or clips,

can still be used, but most people
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Pitched Roofing

Tomasz Solnica, National Sales Manager for the UK and ROI at

manufacturer, Wabis Roofing Accessories

now realise the benefits that dry fix

system provide, not only in being

quick and easy to install, without

worrying about weather conditions

that may spoil a mortar bedded

ridge or hip line, but also extra

benefits such as a means to control

condensation.

The Wabis dry ridge and hip

system is suitable for use with

most roof tiles and slates, with its

flexible UV-stabilized ridge unions

able to fit most ridge and hip tiles.

Unions are available in both black

and red colours to enable the

system to blend in unobtrusively

with ridge and hip lines.  The

ventilating ridge roll is available in

a variety of widths, lengths, and

types to suit individual

requirements, with full aluminium

rolls or a combination of corrugated

aluminium strips with

polypropylene fabrics.

Ridge straps and brackets are

available, depending upon the roof

design, to secure the Wabis dry fix

ridge and hip system.  Stainless

steel screws with black galvanised

steel plates and waterproof washers

are supplied to secure the ridge

and hip tiles.

Summary

m Always mechanically secure

every tile and fitting on a

roof.  Remember that all

perimeter tiles, including cut

tiles at hips and valleys,

must be twice fixed.

m Always ask the tile

manufacturer for a tile fixing

schedule for every project.

m Where small cut tiles are

unavoidable, use the Wabis

D-113 cut tile clip in

combination with a regular

tile nail or clip, or with a

suitable adhesive for small

cut tile pieces.

m The use of the Wabis dry fix

ridge and hip system will

provide a continuous

mechanical fixing in

accordance with BS 5534

and BS 8612, will eliminate

problems associated with

mortar bedding, and will

provide roofspace ventilation

to control condensation.

Judging from the many enquiries we receive at
Wabis, there is still uncertainty about how best
to twice fix cut tiles which, in many cases,
cannot be fixed using standard nails and clips.  

All roof tile
installations require a
wind load calculation
to be carried out to
establish if  the
minimum fixings are
adequate and  to
establish what
additional fixings are
required to resist
predicted wind loads
for the particular
building and location.

|||

Ridge batten support bracket. Wabis’s ventilated ridge roll. Terracotta ridge union.

Ridge batten strap

Stainless steel clip for cut tiles fixing.

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://wabis.co.uk/products/
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Revolutionary Retrofitted
Roofing Vent Now in the UK

Kima Roofing accessories are delighted to announce that, for the first time, their innovative Kimaair

Inside/out roofing vent is now available to contractors and other professionals across the UK.

The KimaAir Inside/Out roofing vent is a new method of protecting roof spaces against excessive
condensation. Ideal for single renovations or multiple housing refurbishments, a major advantage is
that it can be retrofitted to existing roofs from inside the loft space in minutes, obviating the need for
scaffolding, external works or the removal of linings and underlays, benefits that combine to save
money, time and effort.  

No special skills are required to fit the Kima Inside/Out: the fitting can be undertaken quickly and
easily by both trades people and competent DIYers alike.  

In order to see just how simple it is and how it can revolutionise your next roof ventilation project,
why not take a look at the 2-minute installation video on YouTube - KimaAir Retro-fitted Roofing

Vent.

Key Features of the KimaAir

Inside/Out Retrofitted 

Roofing Vent:

m INSTALLED FROM INSIDE THE ROOF

SPACE

m SAVES TIME, MONEY AND EFFORT

m FAST, ONE-PERSON INSTALLATION

m TIGHT, “SNAP-LOCK” FITTING

m SUITABLE FOR ALL TYPES OF

ROOFING UNDERLAY & MEMBRANES

FROM 0.2 – 25MM

m MEETS THE DEMANDS FOR RIDGE

VENTILATION

m SOFT, FLEXIBLE AND DURABLE

Kima is Denmark’s leading manufacturer of roof
ventilation products and accessories.  For over 30
years, the company has been instrumental in

bringing innovative products to the DIY and construction sectors, and
the combination of performance, manufacturing quality and design
has led to the firm producing both Kima-labelled products and those
for own-branding by a number of leading manufacturers, suppliers
and merchants.

The full range of Kima products encompasses all aspects of roofing ventilation

the Kimaair Inside/out Roofing Vent is available across the UK via branches of roofing product

specialist, Rinus Roofing Supplies - www.rinusroofingsupplies.co.uk.

It is also available through leading builders’ merchants nationwide. In order to find your nearest branch,

email UK@kimaroof.dk or telephone Kima’s UK representative, Construct UK, on 0330 133 0019.

Installed from Inside the Roof Space, Simply and in Minutes

Kee Safety Introduces Scotland’s Largest Fall
Protection Company 
Kee Safety, a leading global
supplier of fall protection
solutions and safety railing
systems, has announced an
exciting new venture that sees
four of its Scottish-based
businesses merge into one
premier fall protection company.
This development will allow the
company to create new
employment opportunities, invest
in new technologies and deliver a
more efficient and effective operation. As of Tuesday 1st September, the four
businesses – Roof Edge Fabrications, The Roof Anchor Company, W.H. Maintenance
and APS Safety Systems – will trade under APS Safety Systems Ltd and will operate out
of a facility in Glasgow. The APS Safety System team will combine employees from all
four companies, resulting in one highly skilled and knowledgeable team. Customers will
have access to a larger product range, including fall protection systems, guardrails,
walkway solutions and fixed access products. Brian McLean, General Manager of APS
Safety Systems, comments: “Built on 10 years of success, APS Safety Systems’
reputation is based on quality and safety. This, combined with the ‘Separate People
from Hazards’ philosophy that all Kee Safety companies abide by, makes us confident
that this new structure will benefit existing and new employees, clients, and our supply
chain.” Visit www.apssafetysystems.com.

Marley Alutec’s Aluminium Ranges Combine Contemporary
and Traditional Design at Luxury Housing Development
The true versatility of aluminium
as an eaves product has been
realised through Marley Alutec’s
involvement in the Woodside
Square development in North
London, developed by Hill
Partnerships and Hanover
Housing. Marley Alutec’s snapfit
boltless rainwater gutters were
included on the specification for
the contemporary flats following
a Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) session on
aluminium systems at the architects’ practice. Sustainability was a key part of the
concept for Woodside Square not only in terms of ensuring energy efficiency but also
in the building materials chosen. The low environmental impact and infinite
recyclability of aluminium further justified its use for the scheme. Chris O’Dowd, Project
Manager at Hill Partnerships said: “With modern new builds being constructed
alongside the renovation of heritage buildings, establishing a degree of continuity across
the site was important. Marley Alutec was able to supply products that would suit each
application, providing a single source of supply with efficiency and expertise.” Kevin
Wallis, Category Manager at Marley Alutec explained: “This project demonstrates the
true diversity and easy installation of our product ranges as well as our value added
services such as bespoke manufacturing.” Visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk. 

Two Day Delivery for Aluminium Roof Balcony and
Parapet Outlets
Marley Alutec, the UK’s leading
aluminium rainwater system
manufacturer, is now offering its
aluminium rainwater outlets with an
impressive two-day delivery time. This
includes the Elite range, an innovative
multi-purpose flat roof and balcony
drainage system compatible with all
waterproofing membranes and roof build-
ups. Simple and fast to install, the Elite
outlets have been engineered to deliver an
unrivalled flow performance of up to
19l/s, thereby reducing a project’s rainwater pipe and underground drainage
requirements to achieve significant cost savings. The unique membrane compression
clamp design combined with high-performance butyl sealing rings securely locks the
waterproof membrane to the outlet body, ensuring a durable watertight seal. The
outlets are manufactured from high-quality marine-grade aluminium, which offers an
extensive life expectancy of at least 50 years. Marley Alutec also offers an online flat
roof drainage tool, which can be used to calculate the number of outlets required based
on location and specification, ensuring full compliance with the rainwater draining
design standard BS EN12056-3. Kevin Stanley, Marley Alutec’s Head of Operations,
said: “While a simple and smooth delivery is always desired, in the current climate we
understand that there is an increased need to complete jobs quickly and efficiently.”
Visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk/products/roof-and-balcony-outlet-systems.

Snickers Workwear New POLARTEC POWER
STRETCH Jackets and Fleeces 
Sharp, stylish looks and market-
leading recycled POLARTEC®
fabric technology make these a
must for the autumn on site or
for outdoor leisure wear.
Snickers Workwear continues to
lead the way with working
clothes that have an ergonomic
design, superb functionality and
fit – for both craftsmen and
women. The versatile
FLEXIWork full-stretch jackets,
deliver a tight, body-hugging fit
with efficient moisture
transportation and durable
shape retention plus great
freedom of movement. There’s
also long johns to match for full body insulation. The AllroundWork fleeces and
bodywarmers – made from 80% recycled polyester – packed to provide warmth and
comfort. This helps to keep your body warm or comfortably cool when you most need
it. Fashionable and functional, they combine practicality with street-smart looks and
the right kind of sustainable choice. Getting information on the Snickers’ new
POLARTEC® garments is easy. Tel. 01484 854788, visit
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk or email sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk.

Welsh Slate Helps a Listed Cemetery Lodge with a New Life
A derelict Grade II listed
cemetery lodge in West
Yorkshire is being
repurposed with the help of
a multi-patterned Welsh
Slate roof. The Victorian
building at Edgerton
Cemetery in Huddersfield
was built as a home and
office for John Edward
Sinclair Cousins, the
registrar and superintendent
of the new Edgerton
Cemetery when it opened in
1855. Designed by leading
architects JP Pritchett and Sons, it is now being refurbished by the local council at a
cost of £250,000, to include a complete re-roof, external repairs including new
windows, and treatment of dry rot. The original Welsh slates, which had been on the
roof since it was built - some 165 years - required replacing like-for-like and so some
850 of Welsh Slate’s Penrhyn Heather Blues now adorn the gothic-style building. To
match the originals, they were cut into five different shapes by two experienced
craftsmen from Welsh Slate distributor and natural roofing slate specialists Yates &
Company using a portable slate guillotine (which they have produced and sell to
contractors) in their yard at Clitheroe, Lancashire. The local council has yet to decide
the future use of the lodge. Visit www.welshslate.co.uk. 

Make the Cut with Makita
Makita UK has launched a
new, lightweight folding
mitre saw stand, making it
easier than ever to quickly
and accurately complete a
range of cuttings tasks. The
portable WST07 mitre saw
stand has been designed
with ease of use and
operator productivity in
mind. Unlike previous
models, the WST07
includes tool-less adjustable
mitre saw bracket levers, so
operators can effortlessly install, adjust and remove the saw from the stand. With a
maximum extension length of 3,830mm and adjustable extension arms (both left and
right), the WST07 can be easily altered for each individual task and can support up to
225kg in weight for cutting efficiency. The WST07 also includes an adjustable levelling
foot, to prevent the saw stand from wobbling when working on uneven floor surfaces.
For increased flexibility, the WST07 is compatible with a wide range of Makita
products, including slide compound saws, mitre saws, cordless slide compound saws
and cordless mitre saws. Kevin Brannigan, Marketing Manager at Makita, said: “The
light weight and compact design of the WST07 means that users can quickly put up
and take down the saw stand with minimum disruption – even with the tool still
mounted.” Visit www.makitauk.com. 
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Dress For Windy Weather with Snickers Workwear’s Jackets
Snickers Workwear jackets are well
known for delivering performance and
comfort at work - integral features of
this new range of Windproof Jackets.
Sharp, stylish looks and market-
leading GORE® WINDSTOPPER® and
stretch CORDURA® fabric technology
to make this jacket a must for winter
on site or outdoor leisurewear. This
great-looking jacket has a fleece-lined
interior for warmth and climate control
fabric to keep your body warm or
comfortably cool when you most need
it. With a water-repellent fabric, it can
be worn on its own or combined with
Snickers’ Mid and Base Layer
garments. Fashionable and functional,
this jacket has long arm cuffs with
thumb grips for warm comfort and a
high collar that delvers extra wind
protection. It’s also got stretchable side panels in for comfort and flexibility with stretch
CORDURA®-reinforced elbows for durability. With street-smart, contemporary designs,
all Snickers Workwear Jackets are packed with must-have features that focus on fit,
comfort and freedom of movement as well as using innovative fabrics that deliver long
lasting protection. Visit www.snickersworkwear.com.

Stay Safe with Snickers Workwear Protective Wear Solutions
Long working days and cheap
uncomfortable clothing makes
Snickers Workwear’s protective wear
range the better-informed choice for
men and women working in
hazardous environments and
inclement weather. There’s a
comprehensive selection of
ergonomically designed Base-, Mid-
and Top-layer clothes, certified as
appropriate for different risks at work
to ensure comfort, health and
workforce-wellbeing all day, every
day. The new range also includes
waterproof and windproof
AllroundWork Hi-Vis Jackets that
provide protection in low-light, high-
risk environments. So, whatever the
hazard on site, the Snickers Workwear
Hi-Vis collection and ProtecWork
range can provide a protective wear
solution to provide maximum, certified
protection whatever the risks on site. Getting information on the NEW Snickers
Workwear new Protective Wear is easy. Tel. 01484 854788, visit
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk or email sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk.

Flex-R Launches New RIBA Approved Roof
Refurbishment CPD
Flex-R has launched
their new RIBA Approved
CPD Seminar entitled
‘Roof Refurbishment: A
Guide to Best Practice’.
To make it even easier,
and in response to the
current climate, Flex-R
will hold the seminars
through a continuous
programme of free online
CPD Webinars. There are
many different factors to consider when working on roof refurbishment projects. How
the roof survey will influence the design? Do you understand the different roof types
available? What is the condition of the roof deck and should you strip or overlay? This
seminar will guide you step by step through the refurbishment process covering the
options available for upgrading the insulation, selecting the correct waterproofing
system and what to expect from suppliers. Danny Cole, National Sales Manager at Flex-
R, explains: “We regularly work on roof refurbishment projects for education providers
and on commercial and domestic projects advising on the issues which can arise. Using
our experience, we wanted to inform specifiers on the correct steps needed to reach a
successful outcome.” Flex-R will run their lunchtime CPD every Tuesday. To find out
more about the CPD, contact Fran Makinson on 01494 448792 or email
webinars@flex-r.co.uk.

BMI Provides Watershed Moment for Primary School
Cost-effective and guaranteed
for 20 years, the bespoke
solution devised by BMI UK &
Ireland and contractor
Watershed Roofing gave a
Yorkshire primary school roof a
new lease of life and solved its
ponding problems. Working
together with David Yeadon
Surveyors, Watershed and BMI
determined that stripping out
the existing roof would be
complex and unnecessary as an alternative less invasive system that offered better
value for the academy was identified. The refurbishment roof specification included
utilisation of the existing system as the substrate, with the subsequent application of
the BMI Thermaweld FireSmart warm roof system, incorporating a new cut-to-falls
insulation scheme. “We’ve got a good working relationship with BMI and its technical
support team,” says David Yeadon project manager Craig Bull. “The cut-to-falls system
that it designed addressed the issues that we had with the sub-base and did so with
very detailed drawings and a clear specification.” Weekly inspections from BMI
technical support reassured David Yeadon Surveyors, the academy trust and
Watershed that the installation was proceeding according to specification. “The 20-
year system and workmanship guarantee is important,” explains Craig, “because it
comes with a level of service from BMI that you don’t see from other suppliers.”

Green-tree Roof Garden Substrate Specified for
Award Winning Project
Green-tech has announced that
their Green-tree roof garden
substrate was used in the
award-winning scheme installed
by Palmer Landscapes. Leodis
Square, Sweet Street, Leeds is a
city centre development project,
comprising four apartment
blocks of up to 12 storeys high.
Palmer Landscapes is a
commercial landscape contractor with 50 years’ experience behind them. The Leodis
Square project took two years to complete and won them a 2020 BALI Award in the
category Roof Gardens/ Living Wall Installations – Residential Roof Garden or Podium
Landscaping – under 250k. The landscape design for the shared courtyard space
contains varied seating opportunities, planting and lawn areas where residents can sit
back, relax and enjoy city life. Palmers have a long-standing relationship with Green-
tech and turned to them for their landscaping materials. This complex project involved
importing 550m3 of Green-tree lightweight roof garden substrate, through narrow
walkways up to the podium courtyard gardens. Adam Palmer of Palmer Landscapes
comments, “The Green-tree substrate was specifically selected for its green credentials,
which appealed to both the client and main contractor. We have used this substrate
on other roof gardens. We knew that it would offer quick establishment which was
exactly what this site needed.” Visit www.green-tech.co.uk.

Fireside Chat No. 1: Colour and Innovation
Freefoam Building Products are pleased to
announce the launch of a new, informative
and interesting video focussing on colour
roofline and product innovation. The
series, we are calling, ‘Fireside Chats’
features informal and topical video
discussions.  In the first video, Freefoam
Commercial Director, Colin St John,
explains trend for colour fascia, soffit and
rainwater products, Freefoam’s approach
to product innovation and how both
aspects give Freefoam customers more
choice and more opportunities. Colin has
worked at Freefoam for around 20 years
and been in the PVC building products
industry for 32 years so his expertise and
knowledge gives a great insight into the
changes and developments taking place
and their implications for the future. This
video will be the first of several to be
released this Autumn. Other topics covered
will include the Freefoam approach to supply of housebuilders, the supply chain and
challenges it faces and Freefoam’s approach to support and help customers grow. 
View the video about colour and innovation here www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSZd7-
fPllo.
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Roofshield Recognised for Royal Protection
The prestigious world-renowned
Royal College of Music in
London has been given an extra
layer of protection in the form of
Roofshield, which has long
been recognised as one of the
highest performing roofing
membrane solutions. Danny
Harkin M.D. of D. Harkin & Co
states: “We chose Roofshield
because of its superior air
permeability, which removes
the need for any additional
mechanical ventilation and assures the highest form of protection for the new buildings.
We have used Roofshield successfully on many of our projects and believe its
performance to be second to none.” The incorporation of Roofshield into a project can
lead to savings in both labour and material costs, due to no VCL being required. The
high-performance air permeability of Roofshield means that the roof space will have
similar air changes to that of a roof using traditional eaves/ridge ventilation. Many
vapour and air permeable underlays use an airtight VP film layer to achieve their
performance. The patented SMS (SpunbondMeltblownSpunbond) structure of
Roofshield allows high levels of airflow, in addition to the transport of moisture vapour,
making the formation of condensation in the roof space virtually impossible. Visit
www.proctorgroup.com, email contact@proctorgroup.com or tel. 01250 872261.

Soprema UK Adds to Roofing Range with Alsan 601
Wet-on-Wet Membrane
Soprema UK, the specialist in
roofing, waterproofing and
insulation solutions, has added to
its wide-ranging roofing systems
with the launch of Alsan 601; a
wet-on-wet polyurethane cold-
applied liquid roofing system.
Developed to enhance the choice
and variety available to specifiers
and contractors from the trusted
Soprema brand, Alsan 601 builds
on the versatility of the company’s
roofing range, which includes
PMMA liquid-applied systems, bituminous membranes, hot melt and single ply. The
new system will be available through Soprema’s UK-wide distributor network, enabling
contractors to benefit from local supply chains, while specifiers can benefit from
Soprema’s usual high levels of technical support and advice. With a BBA-accredited
service life of at least 25 years, Alsan 601 will carry a 20-year Soprema warranty and
cures to form a durable, seamless, waterproof roof covering that eliminates any risk of
water tracking below the surface. Roland Jackson, commercial director of Soprema UK
explains: “Alsan 601 is ideal for contractors who prefer a wet-on-wet liquid applied
membrane, for projects where the versatility of a controllable cure time is important or
projects that have to be installed without interruption, even during periods of cold
weather.” Visit www.soprema.co.uk/en.

Time to Accelerate
With an impressive combination of technical innovation, cost effectiveness and high
performance characteristics, Bond It is one of the UK's fastest growing manufacturers
of innovative roofing membranes for the building and roofing sector. To compliment the
recently launched Seal It Liquid Membrane, Bond It have now introduced an additional
element to the system to combat the onset of the winter months. Seal It Accelerator is
a gel-like additive, that once mixed with the Seal It Liquid Membrane, accelerates the
curing process. This allows for installations to be carried out at temperatures below 5oC
and permits work to be performed down to an impressive minus 20oC. The gel is
simply added into the membrane and mixed using a heavy duty mixing paddle on a
slow speed, prior to roof application. Once incorporated, the gel helps to facilitate full
cure at normal speed, on average 1mm per 24hrs, when the outside temperature is
below 5oC. Supplied in 1L bottles for easy dosing, the additive requires no special
applicators. This is a simple system in every way that is a cost effective alternative to
traditional GRP, PU and bitumen based roof coverings. For more information on Bond
It tel. 01422 315300 or visit www.bonditgroup.com.

CUPA PIZARRAS’ Slate Chosen for Luxury Coastal
Properties 
CUPA PIZARRAS’ CUPA 18 natural
slate has been used to achieve a high-
quality finish on three luxury, modern,
new build properties in one of the most
desirable areas of Whitstable in Kent.
The unique design of the houses
features extensive use of dark grey
aluminium glazing systems including
rooftop lanterns and large sloping roof
windows. The placement of the
expansive glazing as well as the layout
and orientation of the buildings was
devised to maximize the natural light
and make the most of the surrounding
landscape. In addition to the CUPA 18
natural slate, the design also includes
high quality natural timber cladding,
sedum green roofing and natural stone
block work. Kim Brown, Director at Kapra Developments explained: “We had used
CUPA PIZARRAS’ products on previous projects and so we were confident that the
CUPA 18 slate would provide the look, quality and longevity we wanted.”CUPA 18 is
a lighter grey slate with a smooth matt surface and has a superior, homogenous finish
with only minor variations allowed in the thickness and flatness of the slate. Visit
www.cupapizarras.com/uk.

Introducing Makita’s Third Generation of Accessories
Makita UK has launched a
new and improved collection
of belts and pouches to its
extensive and popular range
of accessories. The newly
designed range makes it
even easier for tradespeople
to safely and easily store and
transport their tools and
accessories. The collection
includes belts, braces,
pouches, holders, bags,
cases, gear and equipment,
and offers users the durability and reliability needed for everyday use. With over 40
products in the range, Makita has a solution to suit every task; the pouches and
holsters are available in a range of designs, depending on the end use. Each has the
benefit of Anti-Slip Technology, which is used on all friction points and pocket edges,
to tightly grip tools, stopping them from sliding around and keeping them securely in
place to help prevent accidental falls. Lyndsey Bailey, Assistant Product Manager at
Makita said: “To complete the range, Makita has also launched a range of handy
additional accessories – including smartphone holders, flasks, a work vest with
adjustable pockets, knee pads, a guide rail protective holder, lunch bags and a thermal
mug. Makita has designed each product with its end use in mind and has introduced
a number of new technologies and innovative features to guarantee suitability.” Visit
www.makitauk.com.

New Smart Tech Roof Window Upgrade from VELUX
Leading roof window manufacturer VELUX®
has introduced a new promotion which is set
to make it easier for installers to promote the
benefits of VELUX INTEGRA® to their
customers. Starting in August and running until
the end of the year, homeowners purchasing
VELUX INTEGRA® electric and solar powered
roof windows can receive a free VELUX ACTIVE
with NETATMO kit worth £220. This
complimentary upgrade will make it easier for
installers to showcase the impact INTEGRA
windows will have on their clients’ projects.
VELUX INTEGRA® is an innovative system of
roof windows, blinds and shutters that can be
controlled with one touch of a pre-paired wall
switch, with rain sensors automatically closing
roof windows at the first sign of a downpour.
VELUX ACTIVE with NETATMO takes the
INTEGRA® range to the next level, offering
total indoor climate control. Smart sensors
continuously monitor temperature, humidity
and CO2 levels in customers’ homes and adjust their roof windows to create a healthier
indoor climate. Grant Sneddon, Product Manager at VELUX, said: “We hope that this
offer will give installers a chance to upsell some of our products and drive revenue for
themselves in the process.” Visit www.velux.co.uk/activeupgrade.
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Building in Wet Weather?  Use CaberShieldPlus 
When Horsham-based construction,
renovation and oak framing company
Cartwood UK was ordering materials
for its latest project, merchant D W
Nye Ltd of Kingsfold, Horsham
suggested trying Norbord’s
CaberShieldPlus. Peter Woodley, co-
owner of Cartwood, certainly wasn’t
disappointed with the results! “We
were impressed with the versatility of
the product and how easy it is to use.
It handles well and there are no fussy
storage requirements for the sheets
pre-fitting. It cut nicely with a circular
saw and fitted together without issue
using CaberFix D4 adhesive”, said
Peter. Cartwood used
CaberShieldPlus over the entire first
floor level at a property development in West Sussex, and, as is all too common in the
UK, the construction company was challenged with the usual rainstorms. “We had
experienced extreme rainfall over the whole floor but we were really pleased it has dried
without any signs of failure”, commented Peter. So impressed was Cartwood that
CaberShieldPlus will be used on all future developments and refurbishments. “We will
not be using another product due to its effectiveness. Just fit and forget it!” said Peter.
For further information, tel. 01786 812921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk.

Southover: Traditional Aesthetics Meet Modern
Sustainability with CUPA PIZARRAS THERMOSLATE
The conversion of a traditional barn
within the conservation area
surrounding Wells Cathedral,
Somerset has benefitted from the
installation of CUPA PIZARRAS’
THERMOSLATE® roof solar
collectors. The new solar system
will generate up to 57% of the
occupants’ hot water requirements
and save nearly 459kg of carbon
emissions per year. When the
owners of the two-storey traditional
property embarked upon a significant renovation scheme, sustainability was a key
priority from the outset. Though the owners were keen to install a user-friendly solar
energy solution, the system also needed to provide sufficient hot water for the family
across the 350 m2 floor area of the property whilst blending into the new slate roofing.
Likewise, providing a sympathetic visual continuity with surrounding properties was of
paramount importance. Paul Kellet, the architect for the project, said: “My client was
keen to use a natural material for the roof of the property, whilst also making a
sustainable contribution to meeting the family’s energy needs.” Following discussions
with CUPA PIZZARAS, the specification of THERMOSLATE® and complementary CUPA
R12 slates allowed Paul to meet these requirements whilst also making a significant
contribution to the family’s energy generation needs. Visit
www.cupapizarras.com/uk/thermoslate.  

Marley’s Ashdowne- A ‘Hand Made’ Evolution
Marley has launched an
enhanced Ashdowne clay
handcrafted range,
following manufacturing
innovations. Thanks to
advancements in
processing technology, the
new Ashdowne tiles
feature subtle distressed
edges and irregularities,
replicating a hand-made
tile aesthetic. The
evolution of this popular
tile enables contractors to
achieve a unique, hand-made look, with all the benefits and cost effectiveness of a
machine-made clay tile. In addition, the Ashdowne range is fully compatible with the
Marley full roof system, complemented by a range of fittings and accessories, and
covered by a 15-year guarantee. Marley’s Ashdowne handcrafted tiles have variegations
and distressed edges, giving each one a unique character. Available in two colour
options - Ashurst and Aylesham Mix - the tiles can create the warmth and character of
a traditional hand-made roof. To ensure it meets the needs of its customers, Marley’s
comprehensive range of roofing products and solutions are provided alongside easily
accessible technical services and the reassurance offered by an approachable team of
experts, whatever the roofing project or query. For more information, or to request a
sample, visit www.marley.co.uk/ashdowne.

CMOStores.com Supports Green Homes Grant Scheme
Following the official launch of the
Government’s new Green Homes Grant
initiative, tradespeople and homeowners
taking part in the scheme will be able to
hit the ground running with the help of
online construction products merchant
CMOStores.com. Offering an extensive
product range which includes solutions
to help both insulate and reduce the
carbon footprint of a property, CMO will
be supporting the new scheme alongside
the Builders Merchants Federation
(BMF) who, in partnership with
Trustmark, is helping to create a reliable
and high-quality supply chain.
Tradespeople and companies that hold
the TrustMark standard will be able carry out work under the Green Homes Grant
banner which will see the government provide vouchers to subsidise various home
improvement projects to help boost energy-efficiency in eligible properties across the
UK. Commenting, Rob Martin from CMOTrade.co.uk said: “As well as providing the
products that are needed, we’re also committed to providing the high levels of service
that our customers rely on to be able to get the job done, which is why our team will
be on hand to provide technical information, answer any questions about the products
we stock and in particular, help trade users navigate which products will be most
suitable for their specific project.” Visit www.cmostores.com.

Soprema Urges Specifiers to Upgrade from Greener to
Greenest
Insulation and
waterproofing specialist,
Soprema, is urging
specifiers to consider the
sustainability of the
materials they select for
housing upgrade projects
carried out under the
Government’s Green Homes
Grant scheme. The scheme
allows home owners and
landlords to apply for a grant of up to £5,000 per property to cover up to two thirds of
the cost of home improvements that reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions.
The scheme, which applies to home improvements completed by the end of March
2021, is expected to lead to a significant surge in uptake of internal wall insulation
(IWI), roof insulation and external wall insulation (EWI) for solid wall properties.
However, Soprema has raised concerns about the possibility that less green solutions
will reduce the benefits of the initiative. Roland Jackson, commercial director of
Soprema explains: “While these products are acceptable for use under the scheme,
both specifiers and home owners need to consider the goals of the Green Homes Grant
and choose renewable, recycled and recyclable insulation materials.” There is just a
short window of opportunity for home owners and landlords to take advantage of the
Green Homes Grant but the impact of the scheme could last for generations. 

New Slate Laying Hand Tool
British Made, The Jackson Slate
Layer holds your slate in place
leaving your hands free to grab
hammer, nails, rivets and slates.
This saves you time and speeds up
the slate laying process. It is
lightweight and strong – made using
100% recyclable materials. The tool
is adjustable to different size slates
including natural, cement-fibre, and
manmade slates. There is a rivet
scribe attached and a sliding plate to
hold hip ends and cuts. It is suitable
for multiple roof systems including:
vertical, mansard, up & overs and
dormers. Using this tool is a great
way to train apprentices to lay roof
slates whilst giving you professional
results. An apprentice could lay up to
300 slates in one day! It has been
tried, tested and approved by construction training staff and pupils in colleges across
the UK. As there is no need to tap your slate up or down to fix into place, it means no
more slipping or damaged slates, saving you money. You can also save time as a slate
can be fixed on average in under 60 seconds (23 seconds was the fastest we
recorded!) Visit www.jacksontoolsdirect.co.uk.  
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